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Prance» a defeated few®** In the middle of 1814, became
a responsible first class power during the Congress of
Vienna.

French diplomacy, with Talleyrand -as the chief

negotiator for prance# helped to re-create the European
system.

This paper will attempt to examine the French

role at 'the Congress of Vienna and to illustrate how
France was able to occupy -again an important role in
European diplomacy.
One word of explanation is necessary.

X have chosen

the flBHBMBjtdateBCO.

mrnsm. ££ $ftH«§* edited by n« <s. Pallam.
for the letters during this period*

Talleyrand’s Memoirs.

edited- by tits Due he Broglie* contain essentially the
same thing*

actually there were two lines of communica

tions from Vienna to faris*

Talleyrand’s letters to

iouia XVIII contain gossip and stories about the partial*
pants which he thought would amuse louie XVIII in addition
to the important issues being discussed.

Another line of

communication was the official, correspondence to the
foreign MiniBtry prepared by the other plenipotentiaries
which contained -only the official work of the committees
at the ©onireas.
ill
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When writing a paper such as this, one Is indebted
to many people, it would bo impossible for me to H o t
all to who® X owe ray deepest appreciation,

however,

there'are a 'few'% would ■m g * to name .;

X would like to- thank my advisor* Ir* :fe»t i* Guta,
for his helpfulness, his many long hours, and his unusual
patience during the work oh m

thesis, but -Mat' of all*

ray- isopast gratitude to'fir* Gum for the opportunity to
work with someone who'has helped tie to tors' a greater
appreciation of history and a better understanding of
my subject,

x

would also like to express my gratitude

to Or. A* Stanley frtotott and the Graduate Faculty at
Omaha University too provided many interesting hours tod
wore always available for help.

One cannot forget Kiss

Ella Jane Dougherty, Inter-library Doan librarian, whose
helpfulness made the papar 'possible,

tor readiness to

locate books and to assist at all times were of great
help to me.

X would like to thank my mother who has

always given me encouragement, tod my husband, Stave,
to# was always encouraging 'tod ready to assist*

Never

theless, any mistakes in fact or interpretation are
entirely ray own.

V
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Wm french Revolution unleashed two powerful forces

which m n be compared to two parallel lines* each a thread
which was a part of the teyolnbienj each never meeting? and
in the end, each hating a different effect* the Revolution
secularised western civilisation and- spread the ideas of
liberty and Justice to western lamp# and .America, it
destroyed toe wealth and political power of the Catholic
Church* allowing to# Church to concentrate on a spiritual
role instead. On the otter hand, toe Revolublon legitimised
dictatorship#

and total war# in short# chaos

and panic**

Napoleon1# defeat in 181.4 and the dissolution of to#
Napoleonic Empire brought toe need to reestablish toe
European system and to redistribute toe former Napoleonic
possessions*, to# statesmen assembled in 1814 at to#
Congress of Vienna had the task of creating a new European
system# on# which would not allow toe establishment of on#
%u&lieimo ferrero* toe Beconatruction of Europe#
tolleyrand and toe OonErelaW W e n ^ l l f t ^ ^ ^
* by
VESm m STft^ #aee^inftewWrkr "D
WTW* borSii:and Co** Inc#*
1941)# 331*34# Hereafter cited .as Ferraro# ^construction
of “''
................................... ......
1

f

preponderant power m m m W rm m had been* to o m m again.*
Sot W mw

perf«%.* tto ieniPee# of w&emm- etsdhled

m ro p e m statesmen to m eek the ItaMMileo o f Wm Iter#*

Mti m and to m$®& a period in whiet* itw tiill maintain
stahilft# and order#® *toe
p^noSplea-'Of ■ito Uemlm s l s

ali«e# m m of the
emerge*

the latent

enei^ioa and m m ideas 'unleashed h# the BeTOlntton

eotild net to halted* Ummmr* to# fengresis also pro*
vtded a. system to minimise and restrain the tovolotlen&py
spirit*® Meat important of all* too system ofMtod hy

the Oengreaa of menns sheeted and localised wan*- for
one hundred years the toimoiio strings that formed the
foundation of tto laropean system m m ahia to hold the
panic in tooto* Set until 1§3$ did the# fctoo&u^
the tot*8***&# in eatahiltoing an order uhioh gmaran*
tee#

pmm

among nation and logltiooto gouerwents* dealt

with a futtismKintsil problem of imiiensi

that of the iistri-

button of power*® toltoyftoA# m- head of the pronto
delegation to the gemgmse of manna* understood tost*
perhap#j the yMbto* of ooootoootioe; a

42bld,5 336-38.

mw

order to

replacsfciie general chaos of revolutionary lu*>©$©*® and
by his diplomatic skill gained a place for Franca at the
Congress which other European statesmen had sought to
deny her.7..yaing the. principle of legitimacy, Talleyrand worked for the reestablishment of a balance of power,

The

stability mid: maintenance of such a balance thus became tbs
cornerstone of French foreign policy* and Talleyrand, a
longtime advocate of the balance of power theory, intended
to make it the cornerstone af the European system,

The

most important element In securing the establishment of
such a balance was his Influence on Robert Stewart, Viscount Castlersagh, British .foreign Minister, and prince
Clement Vfencael&us Lothair© Nepemueene Metternich, Chan
cellor of Austria, which led to the- negotiation of a
secret treaty signed on 1 January 1815, against Prussia
and Russia,

The treaty provided for concerted Austrian,

British, and French aAiitafy hottoa in the event Prussia
arid Russia demanded enough of the spoils of way to destroy,

i» offsot* «. balattoo imtms it was areabei,® A close

7Aehilie-Chartes-Eeonee-Vietor, the Sue-4©
!«h Memoirs of the Prince de Talleyrand. trans,
iiaelM^ aSwiogdin^mfoia,
London:
The Orolisr Soeiety, 1891-9W,
cited as Broglie, Memoirs.
%dward Voae eullck,
Power flthaaa, hew forks
fsgjju hereafter cited as Gullckj
also Ferraro, Recore

t¥fm m

ft

emm&mmt&m of f&iteyr&uCte tm tm m t& m m i m

tee Iteiste

at? te c Q m grnm abowc te e im pcfbarite ha
gave fa te e # ita M ia im e n t o f an e q u ilib riu m &n<I th e la te r *

i^l&blonahtp tetweea legitimacy and tee hm lm m of pewer
as he sen It.#

tegifcitaaoy was the meaiifi

W w h ite te e

g re a te r p rin c ip le o f balance aould he o b te im d *^

W m e # In SSSt* was the p»$srtsteant pwer In Europe*
tea Napoleonic Empire ejrtendei from tee Baltic to the
Sfetfltef&anean* from tee Atlantic to tee Vistula* ana
within .France itself was a compact centraii&ei state
with, able leaders ana .an army of more than 6dOfOOO*^
tee preponieranoe of one power was a threat to- tee halanoe
of power system which sought to- present m m state becoming
% . ♦ so powerful as to be able to coerce all the rest
* XX* 80B*€&j ani tearles
frinse de Benecent*

Mmw&m

MrigorC he

ess
* WlWa “
'
fi* a
fa vols.| Londons ' Jtlchard Bentley and Bora.* 1381)
Better X3EXY1* 1* 8te»43* Hereafter cited as Talleyrand,
________ tl* i§f«8Si See also Graliek*
of Power. 225-30? and Crane Brinten, The Lives
Yorks «., W. Morton and Co., 155317
ereafter sited as Brlnton, Lives
i0Qullck, Balance
Power, 97-98. See also A. W.
Ward-* S* W. Protheroand Stanley Leathes (eds.), Cambridge
Modern History (13 vols.j M m Yorks The KaeHiliaa 'is,,'

puts together*

fte theory Itself implied a system .of

independent states, relative homogeneity, and some rational
system of estimating power*

Sts aims ware the survival of

the independent states and the prevention of any one state
gaining a predominance so as 'to destroy the'System*

to

achieve these ends vigilance, alliances, mobilization,
reciprocal compensation, Intervention, and the coalition
were used,3-2 The balance of power theorists did 'not insist
on equality of forces*

In- fact falleyrand said that abso

lute equality was net possible and, in some eases, would
be harmful^
Before examining the french role in helping to estab
lish, an equilibrium at the Congress of Vienna, m investi
gation of the alliances, treaties, and the Restoration masb
be made for a better understanding of the French policies
aa well as those of England, Russia, Austria, and Prussia,
the Restoration
With the treaty of Chaumont, the restoration of "the
European balance of power became the main objective of the
■^iulieSf# Balance of Power* 98, as quote# from
Friedrich von g'Ste*wagajemsa”'on Idle Balance of power
(London, 1806), trans* iW m W s d m m i TS58aer Bsaeateh
Oeschlchte des polltlsohen Gielcteeurchts in mxvm&''

(iieipstig1
, "iMSo)78i-o^,

■

^Gullek, Balance of Power* 3-91 gives a very
thorough treatment of1the "theory,
^Broglie, Memoirs, It, 173*

coalition.1*

fWMsr to Chsuaont# H » Allies did no*-Have «

unified coalition,. The treaties of Toeplitse* in September
and October of 1013* mentioned unofficially the establish
ment of an equilibrium among the states, and hereafter this
became the thief aim of the coalition, ^fhe 3 'October treaty
of Toepltts officially linked Austria and.England■to Prussia
and Husaia, filling: an important gay in the coalition,1^
However Caetlereagh wanted changes in the coalitionj .and
sines there were many treaties# he desired a unified effort
against Prance.
men* called the

Q&stlereagh* s plans for a permanent settle*
•wwSftW

SSSSSSB

mtmrn

outlined the proposals for a European equilibrium*

The

Project of js Treaty Alliance * * * provided for a permanent
coalition of the Allies with no separate peace# and the
outlined specific territorial
%uliok, Balance of Power, |©1,
** 127-31.
^Charles Kingsley Webster (ed.)*
xwCharie3
(ed.)» British Diplomacy,
I8l3-l8l5 (bondoni Q. Bell and Sons# ®0^#^B^STIStowFiC
Castlereagh to Cathcart, 18 September 1813» 19~25j latter
XVI, Castlereagh to Cathcart#18 September 1813# 89*87*
Hereafter sited' as Webster# British Diplomacy. See also
Webster, British Diplomacy, AppenSix,S,389-9^ for Pitt's
PW,S5r* ^ o L S e r e ^ b iyA4,wi«ti vtii.c> «*» m S l P f o ?
V t S S ^*m

his projects and the Treaty of ©haumoat*
Balance of Power* 132-37, 1M, »§.

Sea also ©ullek#

7
arrangements that would toe made,

the jp

Articles called for the dissolution of the Duchy of Warsaw
and the Confederation of the Rhine; the independence of
Germany; the separation of Holland from Prance i and the
restoration of the Spanish Bourbons, the House of Hanover,
and Idle Kingdom of Naples.

It also contained a plan' by

which Sweden would receive Norway; the arrangements which
would heap prance out of Italy; and the establishment of
Austria# Spain, Prussia, m 3 Portugal as harriers to main
tain the equilibrium,*7

Metternieh and Alexander I tooth

showed support for a united alliance, and Castlereagh
acquiesced to their wishes for a four power treaty instead
of eight as castlereagh had proposed**®

Prussia indicated

a willingness to proceed with negotiations without Austria
and Russia, tout this would have been useless for it would
have added to the existing alliances instead of creating
a unified coalition.

Castlereagh, at this time, was not

able to secure a general agreement since tooth Russia and
Austria wanted British concessions regarding colonies and
subsidies which he knew parliament would not approve,1^
The so-called Frankfort Proposals made toy Hatter*
nich were another impediment to Castlereagh's projects*

SBSS.MIa$§S* *3®*
fXtfff:

17f Webster, British p:
to Cathcart'So Rove'S

Metternlch, In November of 1813, wanted negotiations with
Napoleon- for a settlement*- lieitewieh offered Napoleon
the natural frontiers of Prance and inferred that the
British would make colonial concessions,

frinse Charles

August von Hardenfeurg, Chancellor of Prussia, and Baron
Wilhelm von Humboldt, assistant to Hardsnburg since the
latter was almost totally deaf* agreed! and the British
representative, jysrd Aberdeen, who did not understand
French well* gave M s consent,®0 the offer ©f the left
bank of the Rhine was not part of the British plan,- since
it would have left Napoleon in possession of the southwest
half of the Rhenish Provinces which contained -Antwerp on
the Scheldt! and Castlereagh, on hearing about the offer,
instructed Aberdeen to make a formal protest*-^

Nothing

came of the Frankfort Proposals except the evidence ©f
a change in Napoleon's tone.

He did not accept the balance

©f power theory? but he,-»t least, gave it lip-service
20Guliek, Balance of Power, 136*4©! Charles Kingsley
Webster, The ycffijjfan¥©CTc t c x Castlereagh 1812-1815,
of '&rope {I^hdbns' '"G, Bell
if cited as Webster,
©f Castlereagh.
'“

mw

01m

*****? r

’• r g f S

21Webster, British Diplomacy* Better IXTlt Castle*
reagh to AberdeenV Y'"'December lBl’3, 116-17. Bo*1all
correspondence concerning these proposals see Webster,
'.sh Diplomacy, Jitters BXI-BXIX, 107-20. Aberdeen
stated th® British position to Saint
Algnan, french minister at Weimar who had been imprisoned.

9
during subsequent negotiations to be held fey the Allies at
Chatillon-aur-Seine*sa■
Before the Conference of Chatillon-sur-Selne set#
Castlereagh left' for' the Continent,

He brought with him

the Cabinet of 26 December 1813* which was
the text of the English instructions,

these instruc

tions, Castlereagh sought recognition of English interests
on the Continent.

He wanted Prance excluded from naval

activity on the Scheldt, Holland strengthened against
Prance, an alliance which would have provisions for
mutual support for the powers previously attacked by
Prance* complete .freedom for Spain and Portugal, -and he
said that England would use her extensive colonial gains
as bargaining toola.2^

Ihe Memorandum on thfe

Mulish, Balance o£ Power* 139*%©.
... >. tetter SXX, w
•3V:'125-28. This gives
of the Instructions} also, Pitt *s Draft to Varontsov,
Appendix I, 389-9%, Additional malSffli may be found .in
Charles Kingsley Webster. The Congress of Vienna 181%-15
(London* & fell and SonsT^tt;, ^ j r ^ - T f T BereSter
Sited as Webster, Congress of Vienna. .See also Webster,
®%Webster, British Diolomac
Cabinet, 26 teeembef
5S§*26f Webster,
_
"V 15*16* Britain was prepared to bargain w
conquests except Malta, Maurituls, the Cape,
Bourbon, tea Saintes, and Guadelope were to remain British*
If Prance refused to give Holland a barrier then Britain
would not give Prance concessions. See also 'Webster,
Pqrelsn J&lieg M
196*

Peace which was closely related, though m% of the M m
date, sought the establishment of a maritime balance of
power*^5 %t is important' to note that 0aablereagh,s
instructions provided for an alliance that was to con
tinue after the war and not merely one created for the
present situation*®®
Castlereagh felt the need to confer with the Allies
previous to holding the Conference with napoleon1s m p m *
sentative and met the- Allied .ministers at Bangree* Oreat
Britain disposed of so® of the ■misunderstandings that had
taken place during the Frankfort Proposals| and on. if $mm**
mey I8l%* the Allies issued the so-called Bangres Protocol

which provided the basis of the Allied agreement for nego*
tiations with napoleon®*^ and suggested terms for the a#go*>Matiomu®® ftebiernioit drafted the instructions which
gave France her ifpt limits, offered France no part in
®%ebeter* ~
of fabitiets 26

20*20s igeost;er, eongress o r

ftl

were reduced to her ifft limits

®%uliek* Balance of Power, ltl-%2t Webster* i

u

the

of Europe* proposed a aware i§n and eoo*>

federated §® vm w * divided Italy into m m m l intepenieri
state®* restored %ato to Wm tenrteas* and proposed :m
entailed and iteapeteeiif Holland*^
the tonferenee at to&tilton which began to February

of 18-i-ft was ineffective and gained nothing for the Lilias*
Military operations cemttoute while- the Congress was in
session# an# the deliberations fluctuated because of'

victory or defeat for either' side*, the Conference may
he iiriiei conveniently into three phases* the iiiies
had been victorious at tetoisr© on 1 February and during
the first period 5*4® f^himry offered France ter lT9t
boutearie® on ? February*^ twani Augustine boaia*
marquis de taulatooourt# the French representative*
using the Frankfort proposals as toe heals for toe
ftento cause* now fotite toe US® lltota offered*^
'taring toe second phase# l®*4? fehruarF# toe French
victories at ®to%tautert.# montrnirail* ate fbsbeau
tolerry on 10*4& February changed napoleon-1s instruct-

tlons accepting toe offer#- and he refused the proposals
^

I4 ? i

teteter# .®on|ress

^

intty 3.812-ISS2 (New YorStiHarcourfclirace
ilewarfes* cited as Nicholson,
^°Nicholson, Cpwcpsbb of Vienna, SS4-2S*
S^Gulick, Balance of fower, l4f.

t m the ancient limit#*38 the French victories brought

the Allies to froyea* ate toe subsequent treaty called
the bases de frayss.* offered francs ter teuteariss of Iffi*
savsreignty and independence for all state#* and a e m *
federation for Germany* It also made proposals for toe
transferal of Holland with additional territory to toe
House of Orange# for a free Switzerland with a guarantee
of independenee by the powers* and for toe return of toe
Bourbons to tte Spanish toren#* fte Allies sent these
proposals to toe French on If February! and* thus* cotr*
eluded toe second phase,33
Before napoleon* a reply arrived.# there was evidence
of Internal disagreement among the Allies* Hettemloh
and Alexander 1 distrusted each other- and almost broke
up to# discussions at toafclllon*3^ the third and final

phase brought to# French answer* sent on 10 March* In
the form of a memorandum by la Besnardilre* Counselor of
State to Oaulalneourt# which, argued that toe Allies
planned for their own aggrandisement-and offered Franc#
only her ancient boundaries* the memorandum fell on

33ibid., 148-50.
^Webster, British Diplomacy, .letter LXXXV, Castle
reagh to Liverpool,' W m W m W * & i & * l6o* See also
Gullcjc, Balance of tower, 149-50} Webster, Congress of
Vienna,
"

■deaf ears*. ate the M M e# xefmte to
ooimMrpvcqpMMUilH*

On

iap o leeti1#

19 March l i l t * the Congress

te|earnte*3'3

Beaming to# position of toe Allies ted been one of
Talleyrand1# major problems* In March of lilt* Eugene
ditensaM# Baron d# fitrolles arrived at Allied headquarters with instructions to ietormiit# if 'toe Allies
would continue to negotiate- with Mapoieon* to find out
if they |toe Allies) would impose a govemasnt on toe
french or allow.toe French, to choose their mm.$ ate to
discover toat the Allies were doing*3® falleyrate said
that he did not know toe Baron do Vitrolles but recog
nized him as toe -author of a pamphlet ate thought that
he was trustworthy since he was a friend of Oomte do
fanfols Mcholas Mollien ate Alesatere-Maurice Blane
de Banautte d'Hauberlce* fitrolles arrived on 1® March
iSib*. toe day iapoleon#s reply to 'toe Allied proposals,
of if February was due* faulaincourt delayed discussions
ate presentei te^oleoh1®

on IS March#

Vitrolles1 message to the Allies was written in invisible
Ink ate said* ^foa are walking on crutches* Mate use of'
your legs ate be willing to ie tost you oan*w^

vitroilea

3%ullck, Balance of Power, 159-60.
^Broglie, Memoirs, It, 111-13.
37fbia.» 112, $60 also Broglie, Memoirs. 11, Appendix
I# m & *W T which give# toe tojcls o f V itfS S lS #1 in s tru c tio n s *

1%

limi mmrepmttmm with ^ttorni&h* Moxatgter* and Caftt1«*

rough and did not ffh# item openSy awonriigifig at that
itma* itettoimioti. sali that WBp^l&m wm tftn tead of the
fro m h gewn^ttetit# w & ttet the illies would deal with

hi®*. As t© the ftibwru government of France* the Allies
would accept the fcwiwitte that the French people ohose*
MOKanior favored the eatatliatoent of Prince Bern&dette
or Ewgdne i# Bs&tearn&ia ms an uwecutivu head for- a
government* hut tedtlemagft favored the Bourbons and added
that the English 'people weald not m m p t either Be&whantala
or Bernadette *3® fmilefrand realissei that the lilies mmM
awcoecd m tw if. they bfdlee negotiations with H&poleon*
Hhdaratamtlng what the Allies fulled to wteeratand*
failefraiii was convinced ttet dealing with a government
based not #n the laws of native# tet fore#* would bring
more war*3$
the Bourbons* fsilepmni ftesigtif* would be the moat
advantageous aolwtinn for franoe sinee peace with lupoleeti
would be danger©©** uttd a rtgenof under ter&e totting would
3%errero, Reconstruction of Europe, 66-67. See sis©
Broglie, lfeaoig»7 S', fIf*i¥°'iSa3irIMlii, Lleea. 157-59Brinbon saya 'the Allies were encouraging; W H w r e say®
the meeting was a failure. See also Webster, British
‘
>m Better X0I11, Castlereagh to Mrer^iol? '”'
I8l4, 168*70 and Webster, Foreign policy of
i, 241-42,
' ' ' '
Of Europe, 68-71

be too weak and a possibility only if Napoleon were dead.
Hart© ionise# Talleyrand thought, would only be strong
enough with Austrian support, Bernadette would help the
Russians dispose of the Swedes, Beauharnaie would have
only the support of the army, and the Due O'Orleans would
command only a small following#*1

The Bourbons were the

only ones who could compensate the French for their
defeats, remove the foreign troops, and wader the Bour
bons, France would **« * * not be gigantic but great.“*2
It was strange, Talleyrand wrote, that the people of
Europe were not against the usurpation tout the usurper.
Usurpation was the worst thing: for Europe, and Europe
should do away with usurpation and give sanction to
legitimacy,

legitimacy would be the “safeguard of all

nations," not Just monarchy, but all lawful governments,
'legitimacy stems from

, , the ancient status of

possession*** Different consequences occurred after
the violation of legitimacy.

A hereditary monarchy

fflttst die out if there was usurpation*

In a republic

the institutions had to tee destroyed,

the republic

*% > l d », 72-73* Bor other possibilities see Felix
Saint-Aulaire, Talleyrand* trans. by George Frederic
lees and Frederick J.Stephans (New Iforfct The MacMillan
So,, 1937), 19* and Broglie, Memoirs., II, 116-17.
*%roglie, Memoirs. 21, 116-17,
42Ibld,, 117*10,

16
could not be restored, bat the monarchy could, by bailing
the legitimate sovereign to the throne*

Talleyrand said

that Napoleon realized this when he said that only the
Bourbons could accept a peace on the old limits.

Napoleon's

statement to the: French was,,'"Seek mother ruler X am too

The Allies, at this time, were completing, their plans
for the.remainder of the'war*

'Bren before the dissolution

of the Conference of Chatlllon, the Allied ministers met on
9 March 1814, at Chaumont, located on the Marne, and signed
the Treaty of Chaumont, By that treaty the Allies pledged
to continue the war until they achieved their objectives
and to strive for %
librium."^

, * ^establishment of a just equi

Castlereagh, Hardenberg, Charles Robert von

Nesselrode (Foreign Sinister of Alexander 1), and Hetternlch each pledged 150,000 men for the army and promised
the continuation Of the coalition for twenty years,
England would ply an additional 1,500,000 for- the support
of- the troops.

Therefore, in men and, supplies Brest

Britain's contribution would be double that of any other
% b i d .,
See B. j» Knapton, "Some Aspects
of the- Bourbon Restoration of 1814," journal of Bodes*
"■ ', VI (193%), 417-20, Hereafter'el'tel as ffiapton,
sspeote," BiaptM shows Talleyrand support- of tbs
Bourbons only after the Allied occupation of Paris which
is opposite the account in Talleyrand's Memoirs written
after the Restoration.
" :r'l,r
^Quitch, Balance of gcwsy, 151,

Ihe m & m % &#&£0X03 re&ffii*m0d the
previous arrangeiaeitts eusie&rgilfig
ft& iy # $ t# i%

m$

ami in v ite d Ip iin # Portugal*

and ffellatid to agree to the treaty* fii# Mite# also
pledged that the amiea wmzM be kept It* the fieM f m
k&

one year after the oeseatlon of hostilities*

fMs

coalition represented nothing mm from a military stand*
point* the new feature was the equilibrium guarantee by
which the coalition promised to maintain itself after
the war and to safeguard the balance of- power*^
fit# coalition with 6e%§&0 mei^8 m m double the

else of hapoleon1# armies*^ the military victories
achieved by the french during the Conference of Chltlllon
were not enough to cheek the Silled advance# and the
>'Ijj#n»*<riii

**% M d *, 151*52j Webster* Congress of Vienna. 31*32j
WebsterTporelan
Webster* Foreign Policy of Qaat»ie«jit*
Saebl^eaia** SRCS®,
227-26,
dabster, British diplomacy. Better BXXXIX*
CastlereagJi to Liverpool, lO^arch 18m, l65i Qulick,
Balance of Power* 151-52{ Webster* OOBgrssa of Vienna
ll*!®™'” w l S ”text of the secret artielea 'see *rikoo
Beonhard Beryls© Chodzko Comte d'Aiweberg, Be Contois
de Vienne et les traitsa de 1615 (5 vole* jHparA'st
l%bt','''Mlleur desrarchives dlpfomattquee, 1864)* II*
120. Hereafter cited as d’Angeberg, Congr^s de
Ouliek* Balance of Power.
Power.’ lsf-55
153-55
Vienne. See Also Ouliek,
for Articles V thru XVI,
G u ild s ,

itiianv. Befetei* B30Otftf.
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Ailtes entered Prance late in March ©f 181%*

During the

last week of March, l8lt, tie Allies avoided Mapoleon
and marched toward Parts,
31 'March 1814.5°

They ©seated the city on

with the Allies at farts and Napoleon

at Fontainbleau, Talleyrand, not knowing if Louis XVIII
supported, him ©r not, undertook the most decisive step
in hi® career, one which ended In twenty-four hours the
war which had lasted twenty-five years,^
Virtually a prisoner In his own palace, Talleyrand
could do nothing while the Allies still considered making
peace with Napoleon.

Talleyrand said that the French

people wanted the benefits of the Revolution, hut Napoleon
put his own despotic will above the people end' pushed the
political system to tits top, forcing the people to seek
peace outside the system*

In I80f, he said, Napoleon

could have established an equilibrium.'Talleyrand:
wrote, "That man was endowed with very great intellectual
forces, but he has not understood 'veritable glory,"53
With the Russian campaign of 181S, Talleyrand s m the
future of the "vanquished usurpers."^

He thought that

Si SHESES* ■76-80
^Broglie, Memoirs, II, 9T-98.

100-MI

It
m p o M m soul# haw had- m advantageous pease at Prague

in &8&3* and even the nffe-r made at fhatilton would have
teen Mnafielel for Faf*anea#55 ■Stot revealing his plan##
falleyrani was in eontaet with, those not- nonnested with
the E m p i r e M e ha# oo&t&ota with Baron Jo$eph*tomlttitua
touts*' the financier of the ieetoratiom Moninitna ie

tourt* L* abbe1 de fradtj an#"the 'Pm Mmmrieh de laitorg*
a nobleman from smth. dormant who- ha# aefnire# a dukedom
from napoleon* Me also ha# oontaeta with the Bourbons
through his unete, the Arahblshop at iheims# .an# with
Hartwell House* the oourt of touts M t Z Z i^ hut napoleon1#
informs^ watshed falle^ran# ©tosely*58 fmllepmn#* as
late as to Harsh 1814#. considered three possibilities i
a pease with ffspulson* the Bourbons* or a ragenef under
Marie toui.se* Me knew of the- conversations of Osar
Alexander 1 with the trim# Pm tm m Stephanie of Baden
an# also of Alexander I#s desires for either .Bernadette
or luglne #e Beauharnat# to he. -ruler of wv&amJ®
55lbid., 103*05.
^Brinton, Lives, 157-59.
^Broglie, Memoirs, 11, 101-03.
®®Afc *• meeting with. Baron fteale* II* 0® 9vMtt and
M» <1® Dalfoerg in Talleyrand's house, the Minister of
general police accused Talleyrand of conspiracy,
®%reglle. Memoirs, 1J, 110-11,

Talleyrand was also m & m of Joseph Fouehd's plot; with
Queen Caroline, the wife of Muratj (Joachim* King of
Naples) and from English sources* he knot# mat-Die Otic
do Angoulem© was at the Bake of Wellington's headquarters
and that the' Comte d* Artois was SM Switzerland on the
French border,

it was then that -he had sent the message

with Baron Vifcrolles■to hound oat the Allies.^0

However*

-tile Allies did not have a unified plan for the govern
ment of France; and' until they stopped negotiations with
Napoleon, Talleyrand had’ to delay M y plans he might
have*

fhe Allies, divided in their opinions, considered
various proposals for the future governmant of Franca.
Castloreagh supported the possibility of a Bourbon
restoration ah early as' January, 1814; Metternieh, as
lata as the Conference of Cotillon, still considered
Napoleon a possibility, and Alexander X favored a third
possibility, the establishment of Bemadotta m
throe® of

w m c s

*

the

Convinced of Idle feasibility of

restoring the Bourbons, Caatlereagh gained Mettemleh's
6oIbid.» Hl-lS,
^*©ulick, Balance of Power, 165-66, For Mettemtch'e
plans see PrinceKicharaMei'tefnich {ed.}, Memoirs of
Prince Metternieh. trans, by .Mrs,. AlexanderNapief
til vSis,|
WoSej Charles Scribners Sons, 1880-84),
I, itf ♦ Hereafter sited as Metternieh, Memoirs, for
faatl®K>«gh see Webster, Foreign policy of'’
ialilereatdi.*

support but Alexander, still supporting Bernadette, gave
hli consent ©ftly if the people of France indicated they
wanted the Bourbons,

62

Waiting for some indication of Frenoh desires, the
Allies received the- news they wanted.

The city of

Bordeaux had raised the royal standard on 12 March
18X4**3 pi® Allied sovereigns, on 96 March, at dinner
in Dijon, in their only overt act, toasted Louie
With the news ©f the royal support from the town of
Bordeaux, the failure of the negotiations at Ch^tillon,
and the Allied advance on Paris, Talleyrand could carry
out his plans for the restoration of the Bourbons, 65
He deHed Napoleon* a orders and remained in Paris

66

letter M W » Castle4, l3©*37j tetter- UOWf,
reagh t© Mvei^oSfJ' iS
Castlareagh
t©
...... _ ........„
.. ,#12 January 1814, 137*38| fetter
Z W H i 29 January i8l4, 138-40j fetter BXXVIII, Castle*
reagh t© Liverpool, 29 January 1814, 14l*44| fetter UQOCX,
Casftlereagh i© Liverpool, 1# February 1014, lAf»32* for
an explanation ©f Bernadotte•s candidacy see f* P. Scott,
"Beraadotte and the Throne of France, 1814," Journal of
(If33),- 465*67* Scott says'
.e weakened hls .cla: by separating from Alexander X*
6%uliok,

l67»

lee also Webster,

J Bathurst to Castlereagh,
*X»7t«

^ N ic h o ls o n ,
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On 30 March iSlto, Talleyrand gave Count Orloff, one of the
Russian emissaries, a message conveying his respects to
Alexander Xf and on 31 March, Nesselrode brought Talleyrand
a message fvcm Caar Alexander I, arranging’a Mating in the
afternoon,Hearing rumors that the Elysde Palace was
mined, Nesselrode accepted Talleyrand's .invitation for the
Saar to stay with hia#-®®. Alexander I arrived In Faria on
the Slat of March and established himself In Talleyrand13
house.

The same afternoon Alexander X, the icing of

Prussia, Nesselrode, General tozzo di Borgo, Balberg,
Talleyrand and otters met and discussed the future govern*

sent of France.

Talleyrand convinced Alexander X that a

legitimate government would be the beat for France j and
although the Allies could not establish.for France a new
dynasty, the Bourbons could be restored and Napoleon's
own senate would call for the return ©f Louis ifXXX.®®
Alexander X signed a declaration written by Nesselrode,
with: Matte Louise and her son. By providing himself with
an excuse for not going, ha was in a safe position, ills
friend M. de Remuaat, Commander of the National Guard,
stopped Talleyrand at the gates Of the city. According
to a pre-arranged plan, Remusat created a disturbance so
it would to© necessary for Talleyrand to stay.

Balberg, Talleyrand, and others which declared that tits
Allies would no longer make peace with Napoleon and that
the French would have a new constitution.?©

The Alllee

wanted some indication of French desires for a government,
end the French, through Talleyrand's manipulations, soon
revealed their choice,?1
Events now moved with amassing speed*

Talleyrand con

vened the senate ©a 1 April (63 out of 140 were present),
and secured their approval for the establishment of a pro
visional government.

Talleyrand was chosen president} and

Bouronviile, Jaueourt, Dalberg, and the Abbe? da Montesquieu
were the other members of the provisional government*

The

provisional government had as Its task the drafting of the
constitution and carrying out the present administration*
The senate: on t April, deposed Napoleon and on 6 April,
approved the Charter calling heals XVIII to the throne of
France#

Marshal Auguste Marroont, puke of Raguaa, to whom.

Napoleon had given the defense of Paris, Joined the pro
visional government on k April, .and, thus terminated any
©hance of success for Napoleon if he attempted to drive
the Allies out of Paris.
?©CJuliek, Balance .of
?1Duff Cooper* fal

1954), 884-8£i 887* 'yS
the support of the army.

Napoleon, at Fontainbleau, sent
ferrenc, Reoon
(London* Jonathan gape.
<3-said the. Bourbon© needed

Marshal Michel Heyj Caulalneourtj and Marshall EtienneJacques Joseph Alexandre MacDonald, Duke of Taranto, to
Alexander with his offer of abdication in favor of Marie
Doulse and ills son*

The delegation arrived -on. $ April;

and Talleyrand, knowing that Alexander would be sympa
thetic to Napoleon, delayed sanding a letter tailing the
Comte d*Artois to Paris until the Czar reached a decision,
Alexander, willing to accept Rapolson*s offer, changed his
mind after hearing the news of warmont's defection and after
talking with Talleyrand*

Talleyrand, in his discussions

with the tsar* denounced Napoleon's offer and persuaded
Alexander X that the Bourbons would be the best choice
for Prance, napoleon, his offer rebooted* abdicated on
6 April lilt (the seme day the senate called Demis XVIII
to the throne of Prance)j and on It April l8l4» he signed
the Treaty of Pontainbleau.

The Count d*Artois as lieu

tenant Qeneral entered Paris on If April 1814,

Me assumed

and exercised power until May when louts 3CVIXX arrived,*''2
The important decisions concerning the Restoration
were, in fast, worked out in Paris on 30 M S 31 March 1814.
Talleyrand, by his meeting with Alexander on 31 March,
played a vital part in the Bourbon Restoration, since

Alllei policy* though supporting the possibility

or

the

Bourbons* .had not been decided at this time
reagh belongs either credit or blame for the Bourbon
restoration since he convinced Itoiternlch using the
balance' of power argument.

The Bourbons* Caatlereagh

thought* would be the best for Francs since they would
be weak and would be unable to upset the balance once it
was established.*^

Alexander leaning more toward a son*

dition'of Russian preponderance was steered away by
Wettemieh, Ceetlereagh* and Pozzo di Borgo, his own
advisor.75 Talleyrand* by remaining in Paris, became
the chief executor of the policy.

His adherence to the

balance ©f power theory is plainly seen,^
The Restoration* Talleyrand realised, would allow
Prance her ancient limits, eliminate "French dynamism*"
*Spanner©., Reconstruction of Eurone. footnote 7.
of Sasfcie#eai£*»
who .isays 'that- the
jffii
*SKe1'iourhohs at M j o n and ouliek, Balance of Power* 168*
who says that Talleyrand carried out""a polToy whioh had
already been decided.
^Webster, Foreign Policy of Castlereazh, 233-34;
Caatlereagh to Liverpool, 22 January 1814* 137-38;
letter UOWli, Caatlereagh to Liverpool, 29 January
1814, 138-40.
7%ulick,

#W*ea

> 170-71.

jsasat**
-**---"Some Aspects, who
saya ttsSbths Bourbon restoration was caused more by a
coincidence of events than anything done by Talleyrand,

and establish a stable government. The most important
result would be the elimination of French dynamism.

The

Revolution had unleashed new energies which before had
been denied expression.

Talleyrand understood the need

for France to suppress some of these energies s© that.
France could fit into a larger spectrum, that of a
European state system.??
Even before negotiations for the formal treaty began#
Talleyrand, to the advantage of France, had succeeded In
asking the government of Louis XVIII secure. As toad of
the provisional government, he signed a preliminary peace
with the Allies on 23 April l&tfe* By the preliminaries,
all hostilities ceased.

France promised to evacuate all

fortresses beyond her 1792 boundaries, and the Allies
promised to abandon all French territory,

the prelimi

naries ineluded arrangements for an exchange of prisoners
and plans for a formal peace settlement.?®
Talleyrand, as Foreign Minister of Franc® in the new
government of Louis XVIII, had the task of making a treaty
with the Allies, which mm, to effect, the task of giving:
?7Gullck, Balance of .lower, 172-73.
?®Ferrero, leopnstyctlen
Balance of Power,
#eosfer,^fffilS
to Liverpool,® '
Vienna, 40*

of Europe * 101-02} Gulick,
Tfemolrs, If, 189-35;
S f W¥itl, Caatlereagh
f»f®l Webster, Congress

m
half of Europe new governments

Caatlereagh wanted the

settlement free of any osuse for suspicion ana desired that
the Allies foils# a liberal line.®®

Very little record is

left of the dlscussionB, hot there is aome evidence that
Russia and Prussia prevented a settlement on the European
territorial arrangements because of their demands*

Conse

quently, since the Allies could not agree* very little of
the European settlement to be made appeared in the first
Treaty of Paris.^

Hardenberg had drafted a document out

lining the Prussian demands which would have- given Prussia
a large Share in the territorial arrangementsAlexander
had made even more exorbitant demands, and the discussions
ended without any decision.®3

The Allies concentrated on

making pease with Prance ana delayed .any decisions about
future territorial arrangements. Caatlereagh followed a
liberal, policy toward Prance concerning the French boundary
7%errare,
reagh to liverpaoTT'W*April

of Baraae, 108.
, letter x m i l , Castle* 177-78.

8l0ulick, Balance of Power, 1?A| Webster* C(
"
42-44'gives a summary of the - -.. :
s time.'
8a.
‘it* 0. Treitsehke
in the Mnateenth Centu*.y,
en an
, hast, and Co.,
'us*i SSw
>l» ■hereafter cited as Treitsehke,
®%mllek,
j£lissst» m *

174; Webster,

increases beyond the 1792 frontiers, the question of
monetary Indemnity, and the stolen art works.

However,

he resented Talleyrand's attempt to avoid mentioning the
abolition of the slave trade*

Castlereagh refused to

allow Pranoe any increase in territory on the Belgian
frontier or possession of St, fiseia and Tobago,®^

The

Allies on 30 gay 1814, signed the First Peace of Paris,
The First Peace of Paris was a generous .and moderate
document. France retained her i?fS boundaries with some
minor adjustments which allowed, her to keep some of her
revolutionary conquests, including territory on both
sides of the Meuse and part of western Savoy,

She main

articles of the treaty stipulated -Mat navigation bn the
Rhine would be free; Holland would be placed under the
House of Orange, and her size increased j the Oertnan states
would be federated and free; Switzerland would be inde
pendent; Italy would be controlled, in part, by Austria,
and the remainder would 'be independent states.! France
would receive her colonies which had been seized during
the war, although Tobago, St. Lucia, the daps, Mauritius

Dii

^Webster, Congress
■j,J &iter vjtw»
Guliclc,

®%ebster, British
reagh to I4.verpobi, :'S”3
u 42

41; Webster, British
"Liverpool, 1»"'
l?4j Webster,
. , letter cv, Castle*
IH14J185-86; Webster,

89
and Malta would go to Great Britain, and Santo Domingo
would be returned to Spain* and within two months ail
powers .on either aide in the war would send delegates to
Vienna for completion of the Treaty,

prance did not pay

a war indemnity, and she kept the art treasures napoleon
had brought to Paris during the war,®®" the secret articles
were an important part of the peace settlement,

first

article provided that the Congress would make arrangements
H* * it
establish a real and permanent balance • * ." and
that the lands taken from France would be disposed tt
in
accordance with the principles agreed upon by the Allied
powers * ♦ *

Talleyrand consented to, but did' not

sign the secret articles,

fhe other secret articles out

lined some of the territorial arrangements*

Holland would

have meat of the Austrian Netherlands, so she would be
strong enough to maintain her independence}- the navigation
of the Scheldt would be free-} and the German lands on the
®%icholson,
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left bank of the Rhine would ho weed f01* Holland -and as
compensation to Prussia and Germany*®®
the First Treaty of Paris is ©no of the best examples
of the balance of power concept.

Both the conqueror and

the conquered established a peace based on moderation* one
which did not exclude Prance from the European system*
Talleyrand, by signing the first tease of Paris, accepted,
for Prance, the basis which would determine a larger
European settlement, and placed himself in a position to
have some influence on future .negotiations.

The Allies,

by being lenient, destroyed the chaos and distrust that
follow defeat sad gave some stability, instead ,of resent
ment, to the new government.®9

®®Gullek,
Memoirs, fl,
’Gulick,
references to
162-65; Cooper,

176-77; see Broglie,
see at Power, 177-79, for other
■asTa see Brinfcon,
I, t37l Broglie,
mears
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-mw ^.4.1^^#
Caatlereagh extended invitations to 'Wit' three other
Allied powers to visit England after the completion of the
First Peace of Paris,

During the w w t

If ISlt, Austria,

Russia and Prussia accepted Castlereagh'a invitation.
Earlier to Paris toe Allies had attempted to form some
kind of agreement for the distribution of the European
territory.

However, these attempts were futile and to©

Treaty of 30 May contained Vary little of to© proposed
arrangements,

Castlereagh hoped that to© meetings to

England would produce some agreements on to© European
settlement to bo m i © to Vienna.

In Dondon a general .

agreement was not reached for to© Czar was adamant in
his demands for Poland, tod he alienated the British by
his actions; he snubbed the Prince Regent .and cultivated
the opposition,

Mebtetnieh, of whoa the British had been

suspicious at first# emerged in a more favorable light*
to©' only arrangements they accomplished were the post
ponement of the Congress until % October, tod the
transferal of the administration of Belgium to toe
Mouse of Ovane©* to© statesmen returned horn to engage

in iftmfti&ie problems and to gain support for their own.
private piano for the distribution of territorsr-#^
tolleyr&nd* daring this time# prepared the fnatrao
t0 -_tha .Ctonfiaseee# a document which
mbltoed ■french policy*^ this thorough balance of power
paper# drafted by Sean**Baptiate da iouirla Beanardllre* out#
lined tolleyraiHtto concept of the balance of power and
egplalimd the basic principles which the French delegation
at the- Congress should use as a .guide*3
f&lleypand* a Song time advocate of the balance of
power* to l?9£ had proponed a foreign policy for the
ftevototion to hi# fakirs on the freaent halations of
SueiaS

In the

of 3$9£* falleyrand wrote that France should ahand.cn all
thoughts of aggrandizement .and remain within her own
borders*.

isurpation of power and territorial aggran*

dizement accomplished under an 'arbitrary government
would# he thought# subordinate the safety and happiness
of the governed to the e&prloiouaness of those who govern#
%*illcl£# Balance of fewer# 18CM&3S Webster#
>*r
si s s a B of i mm.* nf*
BQullck^galame^lawgr, l2 7 -2 9 , 3et> ifebster,
sroaa ff yienha# 51~ho says that tolleyrand based
thi: selflemeEFIErtlie principle of legitimacy* toe
statement is misleading*: toe principle of legitimacy
was the vehicle tm the greater principle# balance of
power#

33
Prance, he said, should sign mutual defensive alliances
with small powers and later# with the same powers, alii*
ances of friendship to provide a common defense*

Talley*

rand condemned the pre-Revolutlonary wars end offered an
alternative-, improvement of the- state within its own
territories,^
Even when serving under the Revolutionary regime which
disavowed his proposals# Talleyrand still suggested and
supported the principle of balance. It is evident in M s
note to the Directory after the signing of the Treaty of
damps Porsaio.

He said then that the Treaty of Campo Formio

and ©very other treaty signed were -military capitulations,
and that regimes based on force ecuId never succeed for
the hatred generated by war lived m *

This was the hey

which revealed why the Revolutionary wars would# in the
end# be unsuccessful*

Thou^i M s ideas received no accep

tance, Talleyrand .served the 'Revolution for ten years under
the Directory, the Consulate, and the Empire as tile foreign
minister who disagreed with the foreign policy of the
Directory and as a counterrevolutionary whose new role in
the Consulate and the Empire was not in accordance with
g*

his views*

He remained a contradiction while securing the Emplrej
and, yet, after examining his writings, the s e w principles
emerge.

He urged Napoleon, In 180?# to restore the equi

librium of Europe# to remove Austria fro® Italy and to
compensate Austria In the east*®

Xu his .report proceeding

the Continental Blocade, Talleyrand reminded Napoleon of
the fundamental law of nations and at Erfurt* he encouraged
Alexander 1 to resist Napoleon's demands to disarm Austria,?1
Talleyrand, then# realised that the Empire vrtiieh seemed so
solidly built contained the 'Seeds of 'ruin*: In his reading#
he had studied the writings of the philosophers sad jurists
on the laws of nation® and understood the futile -results of
usurpation. ■to keep the benefits of toe Revolution and to
diminish the destructive forces within it were M s policy
and explain his reluctance to adhere to the mistakes of
the Revolution* Campo Formio, pressburg, the Continental
Blocade, the Treaty of filsit and the Congress of Erfurt*
The Congress* Talleyrand said* should decide which
countries were to send plenipotentiaries# stoat subjects
were to be discussed* how the vote® were to be taken,
®Broglie» Memoirs* XX, 97-98i Ferrero. Reconstruction

M M a &&.*

and what the forms of decision and execution were to he*
Article X300X of the First Treaty of Paris called for a
general assembly of all powers engaged in the war*
did not want to exclude the small states*

Franc©

.States such as

those of Germany were the smallest} and 'because the German
states wanted to for® a Confederation# it was impossible
to exclude them*

Their interests and the mutual desire to

proserve their- existence gave France and the small states
a .mutual understanding * and France would not support any
move to exclude them from the Congress.9
With regard to the powers of such a Congress, Talley*
rand said*

* * the Congress must be legitimate**

Nations, he said# are under public law which is that law
established by written conventions or mutual consent of
established practices.

Sovereignty cannot be acquired by

conquest nor pass to the conqueror 'unless ceded. A country
can have cession if it has a sovereign or there can be
■countries that' have been conquered /feat are without- a
sovereign because the sovereign has renounced the right
or the ruling family has died*

In a republic sovereignty

does not exist if it has been conquered, and it cannot be
ceded} for as Talleyrand put it# ’“sovereignty is*'In the
%roglia, Memoirs, II*' 157-59} Gullck, Balance of
Tower,. S3Q*
^Gulick, lali

3§

general society of Europe* what private property is to
civil society*"^1 fiiue sovereignty would not sanction
conquest.* If a country or.state was under conquest and
sovereignty could ■not be ceded# toe congress should provide
soias means for it' to toe ceded#.ami this couM only toe done
with toe sanction of Berope*^ For example# Talleyrand
Said that the Hing. of Saaony Should have rapresentatiyea
at the tongress since the Congress was to dispose of his
possessions and It could not. so- m% unless the sovereign
ceded his authority*- farther he drew a distinction between
"legitimate** and ^illegitimate** sovereigns# toe Instruct
tlmm established that franco considered toe Electors of
Hanover# Hesse# toe frtoce of Hassto*Orange# and toe Sates
of BnmmtoiB and Oldtobsvg too were sovereigns before toe
dissolution of toe german Empire as "legitimate* " tod those
princes -and counts who became sovereigns under ifapeleen1#
segls m "Illegitimate*" too former were legitimate and
could have representatives! toe latter could -not* Countries
not occupied by foreign' troops ami those not governed by
foreign, authority ootid have representativesi the others
could not*^3
^Broglie, Memolra, JI# 158-60.
12Ibld.
iSjbia., 160-62.

Even - if a p rin c e assumed s o v e re ig n ty ' o f a co u n try which
had no sovereign# he was g u ilty o f 'u su rp atio n i f th e cou n try
had n o t been ceded#

th e re fo re * th e c o u n try n ea r Modena*

which had been given- up befo re- th e w ar* could n o t be rep res
ses te d sin ce th e so vereig n 1 a c la im had-teim ^nated#

On the

o th e r hand.* Tuscany w hich was ceded fey .France and was w ith 
out a sovereign could fee rep resen ted sin ce th e c o n d itio n s
which ceded. Tuscany to fra n c o

m m n o t c a rrie d o u t* and

th e Queen o f E tr u r ia was th e le g itim a te s o v e r e i g n T h e r e 
fo re * sovereigns' whose lan ds were n o t ceded n o r recognized
as feelonging to an o th er and who had taken p a r t in toe la s t
w ar-co u ld have- re p re s e n ta tiv e s *

O ther s ta te s w hich were

fre e d u rin g to # la s t w a r'c o u ld have re p re s e n ta tiv e s #

The

o th e rs could n o t*
The Congress was to dispose n o t o n ly o f fre n c h t e r r i 
to ry th a t

m m belonged to- napoleon and France had- renounced*

b u t o th e r t e r r it o r y seised fey conquest*

th e d e c is io n s must

fee "d u ra b le" .and. T a lle y ra n d w rote "♦ * * to e o rd e r o f suc
cession in each s ta te ought to e n te r as a -necessary elem ent
in to # c a lc u la tio n o f to # e q u ilib riu m * n o t so as to fee
changed* i f i t Is c e rta in * b u t in such a manner as to fee
rendered c e rta in i f i t Is u n c e rta in *" ^

thu s could

to e dongre-ss e s ta b lis h an yth in g lik e e q u ilib riu m fo r he

i4iwd., i&i.
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f e lt a

H m 4 w d w e f m m m m im wmM t

fcainty*^®

any witcer**

fh e rs fc re * tb s congress should decide the o rd e r

o f succession in S a rd in ia whose ru lin g house o f Savoy was
d iv id e d in to two re ig n in g l i m& w ith h e re d ita ry male
e& seien*

th e re ig n in g lin e had no male h e ir s i and sin ce

th e succession denied th e r u le ■to fem ales# A u s tria would

um th is as ■a p re te x t fo r secu rin g n o rth e rn It a l y by th e
m arriag e o f th e Srehdoice F ra n c is w ith th e e ld e s t d s o f te r
o f th e p re se n t Icing*

th e Oongress should# fa lle y ra n d

d ire c te d # e s ta b lis h th e House o f O arignan as th e le g itim a te
successor*^®

fh e p u b lic law which voided the- s o v e re ig n ty

th a t was n o t .raoopdmed a ls o a p p lie d to th e methods o f
a e fH irin g s o v e re ig n ty *^ '
France wanted th e Congress to guarantee th e n e u tr a lity
o f S w itze rla n d so th a t fra n e e would n o t have to p ro te s t h e r
fr o n tie r s along S w itz e rla n d ^ h e rd e r*

th e fre n c h would a ls o

support the guarantee o f th e e x is te n c e o f th e Ottoman fo r te
s in ce i t was necessary fo r th e balance o f power

x6 ibia.,

1 6 5 -6 6

,

•^The present King. Victor Emmanuel had only daughters
and the Due de Genevis, Charles Felix, brother of Victor
Emmanuel, had no Children, The old King Charles Emmanuel XX
was the brother-in-law of Louis XVIII.
*% b t d ,»

1 6 6 -6 7 .

19Ibid., 167-68.

gom a ., 168.
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mnt®

muM have to decide th e fu tu re a rra n g e *

o f s ta te s 'im ie r oencwcat an# s ta te s not vacan t*

fa lle y ra n # d iv id e # th ese in to two s& m sm j those in which

sovereignty was recognise# by different powers to different
persons# fo r egasaple* N aples an# fu s e a ry f a n i those in
w hich the sovereigns ha# lo s t possession* haft n o t ceded*
an# wore- th e re fo re anH C ia|«o*

th e dcssgress

wtmM a ls o

d ecid e th e rig h ts o f succession in c o u n trie s where th is
was u n clear# an# f in a lly * th e Congress wool# decide th e
s o v e re ig n ty o f those c o u n trie s in w hich th e so vereig n ha#
renounce# an# n o t cede# an# those in which th e re was n o t
a sovereign an# whose fu tu re was- to be d e a l are# w ith the
consent o f Europe#

th e la t t e r could he d iv id e # in to two

c a te g o rie s * those d esig n ate# bgr th e

3®

May tr e a ty which

in c lu d e # (l) th e p a rt o f th e o ld s ta te s o f Savoy an# Mim
an# th e p a r t o f

mm& cede# to tra n c e w hich were to go to

th e K ing o f S a rd in ia * ( 2 ) th e Illy r ia n p ro vin ces* an#, th a t
p a rt o f It a l y l e f t o f th e to an# e a s t of la te - M aggiore
which were to go to te e b ria * ( 3 ) th e fr o n tie r on th e l e f t
o f th e ffeu ts which was to go to Molla n d *

m& (%) the

c o u n trie s between th e Meuse an# the French fr o n tie r s an#
th e Fhine which were to go to fru s e ia an# th e

Qaxmm

s ta te s i an# th e o th e r classes o f vacant c o u n trie s which
in c lu d e # th e p a rt o f Senea n o t d esig n ate# for th e lin g
o f S a rd in ia * a p o rtio n o f I t a l y n o t d esig n ate# to A u s tria *

4©
and lu c c a , Plom bino* the Io n ia n te le s * th e ira n d Duchy o f
Berg as i t e x is te d b efo re I January .1 8 1 1 * the fo rm er
P ru ssian p ro vinces which had formed p a rt -of the Kingdom
■of M e s ti^ a lla * .ir fh r t# M n s li.* 'and the fu tu re o f lib s
a ft e r HapoIeon*.s 'd e a th *®
In d e c id in g 'th e' method o f malcing d ecisio n s# fa lle y **
rand s a id 'th a t th e Congress could not remove th e r ig h t o f
a s ta te ' o r ■areata - m. o b lig a tio n w ith o u t' th e

mmmn% o f

th e state.# ■‘ In 're a c h in g a d e c is io n in the oases o f s ta te s
in d is p u te and the- rig h ts o f succession# th e re must be
unanimous consent*

In th e case o f m e a n t sta te s # the

d e c is io n m u st-also be unanimous h u t the vote o f th e
c la im a n t s ta te s would' not - count*

D ecisions re g ard in g

t o lls on the ih lh s should dem and'only a sim ple m a jo rity *
O th er -questions would he considered and be- handled by
n eg o tiatio n s#.

In the case -of s ta te s n o t vacant and not

in litig a tio n #

th e consent o f -the sovereign would be

necessary#

The o rg an isatio n , o f th e term an c o n fe d e ra tio n

would need the consent o f it s m em bers*®
tn s tru c tlo n s a ls o .discussed th e method o f vo tin g #
A ll s ta te s would not have
O f th e

170, 000,000

m eq u al share in the voting*

people o f Europe,

m m than tw o *th ird s

liv e d in th e c o u n trie s th a t signed th e F ir s t tr e a ty o f

22I5M-» 170-71.
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P a ris *

Of the o th e r e n e *th .trd * o a e -h a lf enjoyed no

m pm *

d e n ta tio n and th e o th e r o n e *h a lf rep resen ted th e p o p u la tio n
o f fo r ty o r more em ail sta te s # w hich i f considered to o th e r
would n o t equal. one o f th e g re a t powers*

th e re fo re * tin e #

th e em ail s ta te s aould«nevoy d ecid e on. a u n ifie d p o lic y
and vote to g eth er# I t would he d if f le n It to decide w hich
ones deserved re p re s e n ta tio n and those to he e&oiuded *
f& lle y ra n d f s p la n c a lle d fo r th e s m a ll s ta te s to vo te on
q m tio n s - concerning them*

fh n s th e em ail, s ta te s o f It a ly

would vote on q u estion s concerning th e It a lia n s e ttle m e n t*
and those o f Ctermany on those concerning th e Oerman. s e ttle *
th e balance o f power th e o ry does-not demand abso*
lu te e q u a lity o f s ta te s *

'ta lle y ra n d recognised th is when

he w rote*, A b s o lu te e q u a lity o f f ores a among a l l the
S ta te s * asid e from th e fa s t that i t

mm

n ever exist is n o t

necessary to th e p o lit ie s ! e q u ilib riu m , and would 'perhaps
in soma resp ects be h arm fu l to it*"® **

th e la rg e s ta te s

could c o n trib u te to th e e q u ilib riu m h r d is p la y in g
m oderation and ju s t ic e * ^

France thus exposed the fact that she demanded nothing
more than self-prenervation and the establishment of equ!~
librium*

In outlining specific arrangements for' which
L*# 171-72,

S4Ibid., 1?3

te

Prance would work* f i l l u s t r a t e d

hew* fcp g iv in g

Iw e ir ia th e la rg e s t n o rth e rn e& trem iti? o f Xt&lp# I f
m illin g h e r p rin c e s c o n tro l o f tuaeanp and to e th re e
t a l l e s t tc a te s * and

W a llo w in g Joachim, M urat* a ru le in

M aples* a l l o f I t a l f would he under A s a tria n in flu e n c e .*

Pmnm would work fo r th e d iv is io n o f it a lp in to s e v e ra l
s ta te s to p re ve n t A u s tria n c o n tro l o f the P en in su la*

fe

accom plish th a t i t was m eaaaapjr th a t M aples he m lnm aad
to h e r le g itim a te sovereign# fe rti& a s id f ? j fo r 'fnsoanp
to he g iv en to- the Queen o f itr u r im j fo r th e p ro vin ces
o f th e A d ria tic * and- th e le g a tio n s o f Bsvenna and Bologna,
to he g iv en to th e H oly Bee * fo r th e mines

of E lh a to he

ra tu m e d to the f o » e r priiic#:# th e fo x a ily o f lu tem p ag n ij
f o r th e successo r' o f th e E ins o f S a rd in ia to he th e le a s e
o f o a rig n a n j and fo r

Bartinis to ha In c re a s e d *^

He

argued i f M urat were allo w ed to rem ain r u le r o f th e
Eingdom o f Maples.* then Europe would he g iv in g /s a n c tio n
to fo rc e *

In stead . Maples - should go to th e le g itim a te

r u le r Ferdinand IV *

knowing: that- A u s tria m ight o b je c t

to th e arrangement.s since- the tr e a ty o f

11

M nmity l-Slh

guaranteed M urat h is lan ds and England had -signed

a

s im ila r tre a t# * fa lle ^ ra n d argued th a t these tr e a tie s
were void fo r thep guaranteed M urat lands w hich

Belong to him ,

did n o t

France thought i t would he h ast i f M urat

a6Ibld., 174-75.

%3
did not receive anything, feat she would allow some compen
sation as long as the territory suggested did not belong
to someone else#' ■
In other Italian arrangements, France would support
papal opposition to Hurst's increase in territory on the
Adriatic. (former provinces of 'the Holy See) and would
also support the pope's attempts to regain 'the legations
of Ravenna and Bologna# as welt as any «nrengsa)b>nts which
would not produce diffioutties ror the return of territory
to the holy See.

France would work for an increase in

territory for the King of Sardinia and the succession of
the louse ©f Oarignan.
Prussia# faiieyrand saM» 'Should he restrained.

If

not# she would assume an important position and destroy
the balance. It was Prussia that agitated the Germans by
spreading rumors that France planned an invasion and that
only Prussia could help the Germans,

Prussia had in the

last sixty-three years increased her population from four
to ten million*

She wanted' Belgium and all the land

between the French Meuse and the Rhine,

If Prussia was

not checked by opposing other influences against her# she
would soon have twenty million people and control all of
Germany.

To prevent this# Franc© would support a. federal

4%
organisation for Germany and would oppose giving the
Kingdom of Saxony to Prussia.

Prance would support the

King of Saxony* hut If ha would take another kingdom,
than Saxony should pass to the ducal branch whose hair
was a brother-in-law of Alexander 1* thereby placating
the Russians,

neither Mayence 'nor M y territory on the

left bank of the Moselle should go to Prussia,

franco

wanted Holland extended as far as possible along the right
bank of the Meuse as a barrier against Prussia* and Prance
would support the requests of Bavaria, Hesse* Brunswick*
and Hanover for any increase in vacant territory so as to
diminish Prussian claims,^

Any plans to include Mayence

and Luxembourg in the German Confederation would receive
french support*

francs thought that the German Confeder

ation Should be a republic and that it should prevent
oppression and domination by the larger states.

To

accomplish this* power should be concentrated In the
small states and the Confederation should allow power
to pass through as many hands as possible*3®
Poland should be -restored to the extent of territory
she had held at her last division,

ft would not be possible

to establish an. independent Poland with a strong constitu
tion.

Russia wanted Poland and if Poland were reestablished
g% M d . . 177-78.
3°lbld.. 178-79.

and given to Russia* then Russia would become a European
power with forty-four million subjects in Bure®© and a
frontier on the ©der*

Austria and Prussia would demand

territory as' compensation far' their losses in Polandj
Austria would push her'demand# in Italy and Prussia* in
Saxony*

An independent Poland' with a hereditary monarch

would bring anarchy, Talleyrand thought,

the last division

kept the Poles united by language and customs though divided
politically} and, Talleyrand argued# by continuing the
division of'Poland* she would continue to exist under the
same conditions,

France would support the King of Saxony

as King of Poland if Russia relinquished her claims*

If

Poland became independent, franco wanted Oantlg to be free}
but if Poland to turned to the © M division then Prance
wanted Prussia to have Danzig,31

on other questions

France would support giving the Ionian Isles which were
vacant to Murat# feeling that neither Corfu nor the Ionian
isles 'Should: go to England, Russia or Austria* for each
would be able to dominate the'Oceans if they received the
islands,

France would support giving Corfu to the Order

of Saint John as compensation for their loss of Malta*
Elba, upon Napoleon's death. Should be returned to her
previous rulers, Tuscany and Naples, or Just Naples,32

179-81.
3groid». lai-ea.

France would support tmm navigation of the Rhine
and the Scheldt with moderate tells*

She would else help

England obtain the abolition ©f the slave trade sine® Fran*©
looked to England for support*®
The nest Important'points for France were that Austria
should not receive the territory of the King of Sardinia#
that Naples should go to the legitimate ruler, Ferdinand IV,
that Russia should net got all of Poland* and that Prussia
should .not got all of Saxony or Mayenee,. France, by being
moderate, would' be strong and would exert a moderating
Influence on the discussions,

France would mfc make any

concessione on obligation since 'this would be renouncing
her principles,^
By these instructions, Talleyrand attempted an assault
on the first secret article of the Fire* Treaty of Paris by
which France renounced her claims to former territories and
pledged support of the decisions made by the Allied powers*
Sine© France renounced her rights to the lands now vacated#
the Allies* never possessing these lands, could not dis
tribute what they did not have, Talleyrand wanted the
rulers of theae land© chosen and sanctioned by the Congress,

ant he wanted European adherence to an even higher law#
the principle of legitimacy which would Justify the
intervention of France and the other states of Europe
in the decisions the Allieswere about to make.
he was also establishing the basis for’a balance of
power.
borders,

Franca, he felt# could become great within her own
Austria# Prussia, and Russia should be held in

cheek by the division of territory and each could be pre
vented .from obtaining dominant influence. Prussia checked
by the German Confederation and Holland; Russia, defeated
in her attempts to regain ail of Poland; and Austrian
influence diluted by independent states in Italy# could
not destroy the balance*

Free navigation of the Rhine and

the Scheldt would gain for France the same benefits that
would occur if France ruled the rivers.

Usurpation was

guarded against by the establishment of legitimate
sovereign# and the rights of succession#
trior to the opening of the Congress, Talleyrand also
used other means to make French influence felt*

He m s

unsuccessful with Metternieh and Alexander I for .Better*#
nleh gave, the French a cool reception and Alexander’s
failure- to negotiate plans for the marriage of his sister#
Anne, to the Duo de Berry, did not make him very cooperative,
Castlereagh'a visit to Paris m his way to Vienna was more

promising.

Finding the Frenoh almost toe ready to cooper

ate > Castlereagh, though he did not commit himself to any
single policy, did succeed in explaining the preliminary
meetings .in such a way that France did not object.

Castle-

reagh‘a meeting and' M s attitude toward the French, there
fore, placed him in a different position than that of M s
allies*3®
m e role of the French at the Congress *» , » was
singularly difficult.1^

Realising this falleyrand sought

'recognition Of Prance as a responsible first class power
by making it known that Prance desired nothing more than
what she new had, that She repudiated her revolutionary
conquests and that she had -no plans of territorial aggrandl0ement.3®

He considered, while he appointed the various

members of the French delegation, the various interests In
Paris that he must please and his m m needs.

From the

Ministry of Foreign Affairs, he chose &s Basnardlere, an
efficient worker whom Talleyrand described as the most
distinguished man in that ministry.

He added three young

men whom he thought young and well-qualified and who would
3%ebSter, Congress of Vienna. 52-53f Webster,
British
Wellington to Castleife a g S r'li lilgust 101%, 190-91J letter drill, c a s tle *
reagh to Liverpool, 3 September 18lh, 191-93.

profit from the Congress fey their experience,^*

For two

ether members of hid delegation, Talleyrand loolcad to
the Tulleries so that the Court would fee informed, He
chose the Comte bouis-Joseph-Alexis de Noafllea, an
informer of the Count d'Arfcols and the Marquis de la
Tear da Pin Gouvernet, who '"weald a© to sign passports,"
Another choice was the Due Emmerich-Joseph do Dalberg
whose important connections with the German Court would
fee valuable, although he was not always discreet
Since the French delegation (Should.eliminate any hostile
feelings toward it, Talleyrand chose his niece,-the
Comtesee de Fdrigord, as his hostess,

Dorothea de perigord,

twenty-one when at the Confess, was beautiful and Intel*
ligent and had Important connections with the royal houses
of Europe,^*

Talleyrand hoped that in her role as hostess,

Dorothea would help France create a different Impression,
She was far wore suitable than -his wife who had neither
^Challaye, Formond and Perry were the younger mamForraond was a either in the Department of Seal

Sons

___ „ , _ Ziegler, The
Collins, 1962), 104-105,

^Ib ld ,, 153; Ziegler, Duchess of Mao, 105-107;
Nicholson, Congress af V ia m i. a W , Dorothea de Perigord
had three sistersat Viennaj the Duchess of Sagan who
wanted to become Metternloh*s mistress; the Princess of
Hohenzollern-Hechengen, whose husband was a ruling prince;
and the Duchess of Acerinaa who was flirting with Frlederich
von Dents. Dorothea, unhappy in her married life and tired
of Paris society, was glad to accompany Talleyrand to
Vienna.

youth nor beauty to ©ever her lack of intelligence ,i*'2
Considering culinary talents an Important part of the
Image he mas- about to create* Talleyrand chose, as his
chef, Car#me, a master af M s work.^S
At Vienna in the autumn' of 1014* assembled the largest
social gathering In Europe sine® the days before the Revo
lution , Vienna hosted all classes of society.

Kings,

ambassadors, courtiers'as well as spies* conspirators, and
pickpockets were present*

Amid the glittering festivities

of halls* masquerades, and countless other events*, the Con
gress accomplished its task*
was.extravagant.

The hospitality «f Francis X

The total cost was estimated at approxi

mately 30,000*000 gulden nr about 500*000 ($240,000) gulden
per day.

Horses and carriages were available far M i the

important and secondary lords and every sovereign had the
comforts of his own court.

The entertainment committee ©f

the host never ceased in the planning of events and the
©the# ©©arts followed suit.^

Nevertheless amid the pomp

^2Ztegler* Duchess de Pino, 105-107. For an analysis
of the relationship beiween Sorothea and Talleyrand see
118-24, " Talleyrand invited Dorothea not as a lover, but
as someone he valued. Talleyrand: had married his mistress
Catherine-Noel Worlie, Madame ©rand, in a civil ceremony
in 1802,.
^3saint-.ftulaire* Talleyrand. 256s Ziegler, Duchess
of Pino, IQS*------ - ----------
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and ceremony of the Old Regime* soma social changes were
taking place*

Talleyrand wrote and expressed displeasure

that it was not uncommon to see kings and princes 'mixing
with ordinary eitlsens,*®

Accompanying the hospitality

of the Court of Vienna was a network of secret agents and
spies.

Nettling went unnoticed 'and they reported everything

daily*

Even Sigismond Neukcwan, Talleyrand *s pianist who had

served him since 1809# was a suspect.

Every piece of

paper found by the chambermaid, doorkeeper, or any other
servant found its way into the hands of the secret police.*
Talleyrand was careful* but the Due de Dalberg threw a
letter suggesting the possibility of kidnapping Napoleon
into the wastebasket*

The letter soon found its way into

the hands of the secret polios**? fhe Somgreae is often
remembered by the remarks Of the Prince de Mgnes
Congress 4 m m & but mmmplt&hm nothing* **

“The

Another

F#jp»r©* Beeonetmgt&on mi Europe*
for a. ton**
oription iF^SBnEBllsmu aollwiies n m Wernero
Congroaa at fiaf ^ in Baoonatruetlon of Europe* t4t**g8*

^%orrero* leoonatimotion of lurona*
338-39# 058.*

fo r t&a p o lio # roforfcs see

ios l i i r i Weil* M m $emmm au ioii& fls

w iB * i f a r is t

-

Eiegior* I&cfteca of ,B|no#
. .

..

.Mg M

yteiiiSy

857•
Hem e.*

BlohoXeon*
in Mali inAieatM*

EowewrT WaT^te^eeorei poiioo obtains# anar information
of tho 3 tlauua^r £81$ twatgr*

might be added s the Congress, though slowed by social
activities, did produce a peace worthy of praise,^

^Qulick, Balance off Power, l8?-88.

esMncsft i n
til mmmm- .ommmstatt- t m

mmmm,

ani the Frsn#ti delegation a M ' ^ l in Planna

m $3 Safiaahsjr l§3Af .and a s tiip fc&adqut&rteva a t the liit e i
Wmrn&mA ^ H e p m n i brought w ith Mm the th ir ty pagan or
whieit outlined freneh pMieias*^ ihe four
M i Im had a rriv e d p m vio tsal^ .and began on i§ §a.ptember
1 8 2 A*

.th e d is # its s ie *ie on th e Btgropean t e » i t e r i e i problem s

to he s o ! ire.#.* . fhe Miles made p la n a by ^hieh their eouM
Heap the

to mate desisiena in their nand#«3

ftis y agreed upon th e t t S e p tiit^ f tro to o o l whtoh reserved

to themselves the. right to malie deelslens e#neei*ning the
t e r r it o r ia l fa e a tio n s * . Ih e d ee tsio n s

sated* first to
as a whole,*

wimm®-

wmM he mmmn%<»

and Spain* .and then to the dongress

Although Caetlereagh had supported the

•^Brlnton, Lives. l66-6?j Cooper, Talleyrand, 248}
Broglie, Memoirs, II, 199.
'
iiur^rnmpjiiwNtii"1

^fsfrateav fortress of Vienna* 6%i Webster* Persian
SSS!'£fei€^ Bsisnes of g » i K fIffWl Wogiie *

0

proposals, ft® tohisghfc ttm% to#p % m openly tflselM**I tt10
I

o

tit# tm& powers* an# ttai d r a m mp lili omt*^

f

H i# A llie s .# however* re je c te d d a a tla re a g n 1a proposals
an# accepted Hum boldt1#
fo r A llte d a c tio n *

as tee b as is

$it$y planned to meet w ith -fa lle .^ ra n #

an# to p re se n t him w ith tit# p ro to c o l*
to propose tit#

th e y a ls o planned

o f ' tit# C togre## u n til/ to# fo u r

powers concluded t,e o itfid a n tla ltt b&lles among to ^ n aalvea*^
S ine# to # l i l i e s

m m undecided about to # c a llin g o f a

g e n e ra l session, o f to e Oongreas and. planned to postpone
to # opening date# fa lle ^ ra n d too k advantage o f to e
^ p o r to ititf* ^

Mebternich* m 30 September 18l% sent f&llepmnd a
not# inciting him to a preliminary conference at tiOO
o’clock f*M* on toe s * toy* Hie Austrian repreaeit^
tatlv# also sent similar notes to to# other Allied
'
1

i* tlm toil tfeteter* British Molomaey* tetter dll*
*

" *

ifc

*» I

" «k

wDW foif Hf^ niB.

Jife—

**• '

eagh to Liverpool 24 September l«lb, 193-95.
See
Sis© D'Angeberg, Congrea de Vienne, tt* 249-52 for a copy
of the Pvotoool. ....
^Webster, Congress of Vienna. <§>3 $ Webster, Forel ;n
t * '3JS-*....
see

%bld,, 64; 338”39. Wt» Casfclereagh*s proposals
Jebster, Congress of
Vienna, Appendices tt* lit*
appear la Webster* Congress
VI*'155-64; and ^ w l fle nK ’
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representatives and the representative of Spain.®
rand arrived at the appointed time.

Talley

The ministers of the

four allied courts and Spain were already present.9 The
purpose of the meting was to present the 22 September ■
Protocol to.prance and Spain and have them accept the
resolutions as a basis for negotiations.10
Talleyrand questioned the presence of Sr. de Labrador,
The Allies answered that the Spanish secretary’was not in
Vienna,
boldt,

Talleyrand then questioned the presence of Hum*
the Allies said that Hardenberg was hard of hearing.

Talleyrand replied, "if only infirmities were in question,
each might have ills own, and an equal right to make use of
them*"

He had made his point*

The Allies agreed that the

foreign Minister could bring another with him.11
The Portugese ambassador, the Count of palmella, who
was not invited, had written a letter of protest*

Talley

rand and Labrador both supported his argument which said
that the eight signatories of the treaty of Paris instead
%errero» Reconstruction of Europe. 151,
9pon Pedro Oomac Labrador represented Spain*
i%roglie, Memoirs, ft, 80l~2Q2j Talleyrand, Corres
pondence . letter' fit* Talleyrand to Louis XV1XX, ^ October
1814,'12-13} Ferrero. Reconstruction of Europe. 151-52.
llTalleyrand, Correspondence. X, Letter III, Talley
rand to Louis XVIII, ft October 18l4, 12*14* See also
Cooper, Talleyrand, 848-49.

of six should tee members of the preparatory committee of
the Congress.*2

Shortly afterwards the Allies presented

Talleyrand a copy of m e 22 September protocol signed by
Nesselrode* Castleraagh, Metternieh* .and Hardenberg*

He

immediately noticed the word* "Allies** used throughout
the payer*

Talleyrand asked "Mere the Allies were*

whether they were at Chaumont or at Laon, whether peace
'had been made, whether there was any quarrel and with
whooi."1^ The signatories of M e protocol said that the
word had been used for "brevity's sate,"

'Talleyrand

replied that ** * * however expedient brevity may be* it
Mould net take the place of accuracy."*-* The protocol
provided an attempt at enforcement of the domination of
the Pour Powers by referring to secret treaties among
themselves.

Talleyrand said* "1 do not understand any

the raore."*^ He objected and' said that he considered
only two date-s ". * * that of Kay 30 Jjalsi *» Hay

* * #

*%alleyrand, Correspondence. I, letter III, Talley*
rand to Louis XVIXX, 4 October 1B14, 141 Perrero, Beeonatructlon of a g Sflg* IfS,
^Talleyrand* Correspondence. t, 'letter H I * Talley*
rand toLouls XVIllT^r^ol35eFlSl4* 14-15.
14
!*» 15i See also Perrero,
M a s » *53*
^Talleyrand, Correspondence* X, letter XXI* Talley*
rand to Louis XVlIl7^r^ctoKFTBl4,' 16.

57
and that .of October l *.■* » »"*'

Healising that they were

making no progress, the Pour Powers withdrew the.if Sep
tember Protocol and .presented another which they asked
Talleyrand.and babradorto sign-*:*® Under the. second
protocol the.Allies established two committees to con
sider the .questions before the' .Congress sad stated that*
upon completion of the work by the committees, the Congress
would convene.

Talleyrand saw 'that the Allied Powers would

control the >committees* since even if prance and Spain
agreed on every question, the Pour powers would always be
in the majority. , He asked.for tim

to study the document

which seemed, he reported, H. * •* that they proposed to
finish where I thought it would be necessary to begin,"1®
Talleyrand thought that the Congress should convene
and chat the Congress should grant the powers•delegated to
the sin countries* Castlereagh disagreed and a conver
sation followed,^0

Paring the discussion someone brought

up the name of Murat, the King of Naples.

to

of Europe.
•I See also Ferraro,
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replied*

Sing of Maples fa referred to? 'WO.do not

know the man .in question*HnmheMt answered- ■that

&mm

of the-powers. had guaranteed tiirai*a- territory |Jl«siria
hnS guaranteed Murat1a lands W ■& treaty on II. ^anuar^
iSSftl*- ^alieprand replied that the. powers ooul# not and
should not have done this*^

the meeting adjourned until

the following .day**®
.faiie^rani- did.not wait until in# aotoni Mating to
make his opinions known* 'in.t daieher 181ft# he m n t a
memorandum to the fire powers stating that th© eight
eeentriee whieh had signed the treaty in. May were the
only ones qualified to present the questions at the
dcwgppege*®^- ft*# Pour Powers neve not happy ahout
lal'l#fra^fs not#* He hsi-maie pmnoo the ■pNpieoior
of the small, states

On ft hetofcer a mw ieolarstioa

olafmed that, the first &mm% artiste .of the feaoe treaty
gave the four fewer# authority to- iireet the negotiations*

fall#$rand .wmiwi the
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Caatlereagh who communicated Talleyrand *8 answer to the
delegates on 5 October,

Talleyrand argued that all of

Europe must consent to the establishment of a new order,
for If the four- Allied powers made the decisions, their
wishes would become the law of Europe. The six delegates
assembled on 5 October and' asked Talleyrand to withdraw
M

b

memorandum.

He refused since labrador had already

sent a copy to the Spanish court*

Talleyrand agreed to

the postponement of the Congress for two or three weeks
if the Allies would giro a specific date for 'the convocation
and established rules of admittance.26
Mettarnich, on 8 October, balled a meeting for adopting
plans for convening the Congress,

Talleyrand and Mettemich

had. drawn up similar proposals except Talleyrand's proposals
set up rules of admittance which would exclude Murat,
Metteraieh’s proposals postponed the opening of the Congress
until 1 November 1814 and did net mention the admission or
exclusion of

Murat,

27

Talleyrand arrived at the meeting

early and conversed with Mettemleh,

.In the conversation,

Talleyrand mentioned the ’’Allies.” Mettemleh replied.
Louis XVTIX,
9 Gctoberl8l4, 28-34; Perrero, Reconstruction of Europe,
159-60, See also Webster, Congress o. ._.
d'Angeberg, Congrla de Vienne-, il7'2fifcTSZ
^ t ’S a l l e y r & n a ,
‘

'

'

Correspondence, J, Letter If, Talley
18lft, 3 8 } Ferrero, Reeon

Xfl!I,"'si 'October
e£ ttwfle, 16^,

rand to Louis

"Do not talk ©£ allies# there art no longer any.*®®

fallen

rand commented that "There are people here who ought to toe
allies in the sense of toeing of the same way of thinking and
desiring the same things , , »

Talleyrand asked Matter*'

nich hew Austria could allow Russia to surround important
Austrian possessions and allow Prussia to hare Saxony, and
declared that Prance desired nothing.

He added that Prance

would not object to the divisions of territory as long as
Prussia did not .gat Saxony and Russia did not cross the
Vistula.

Mettemich replied that prance and Austria were

very near in their terns.

However#' Mettemich again men

tioned the need to postpone the Congress since the other
Allies wanted a delay -and Austria needed time to detain
Murat.2®
After the conversation, the two ministers .went to the
Meeting*

At the meeting* the delegates accepted Matter-

nlch's proposals*

Talleyrand consented, tout only on the

condition that an additional phrase would to© added to the
declaration .postponing the Congress, He wanted tits state*
ment, "and shall be done according to the principles
of the law of nations," added to the declaration announcing
2®Talleyrand,
to Aouis m i l * 9 ®

^ftog»,» 37*

1# tetter tf:* ftoteprand

to»© rerrero* Ss s s b S M I I S S£.

the adjournment Of the Congress until 1 November 1814,

'The

delegates* after a lengthy and heated discussion* agreed to
aid the statement,

priedrich vim dents* Secretary General

#r Congress# drafted the declaration which named the eight
signatories of the first Treaty of-fans'at participants and
announced the adjournment of the Congress until'1 November
1814, --The results of'the decisions to be made* the decla
ration said* must he in accordance with the principles of
the law of nations*^

Thus, Talleyrand forced the other

p m a m to recognize the principle Of the law of nations
as a basis for their negotiations, Each nation had reason
to fear the principle which could thwart her plans for the.
division of territory, hut franca, too* had interests to
protect.

Talleyrand combined the principle of the law of

nations with tine interests 'Of Prance end successfully
stated to the Congress a way by which the' statesmen at
Vienna could solve the problems of Europe,

The lias of

nations would preserve legitimate governments and would
eliminate the.illegal ones#3*
enee, f # Setter Hr* Talleyrand
' " ' See also Ferrero*

I^b SS

Congress of Vienna see Solo Mann*
Press#

am H.
« 207-27*

vm

Hereafter cited as Secrets;
> 166-68.

6S
Talleyrand succeeded in October 11, * . in getting,
as it «ere, tie foot into the door of the European council
chamber. , , . leaving his former supporters in the pas*
sage," sued became champion of the small s t a t e s . | § 8
prevented the exclusion of Prance from the Congress, and.
by demanding "public law" and "legitimacy** he established
the principles which the Congress would follow.33

prance,

however, was not formally admitted to the Important Council
f

of Four until

$

t$W*

?a£ng the Statistical Com

mittee as a stopping stone* she became
of the Big Pour

m

unofficial member

Omrlitg the critical perioO

she gained offtotal- entry ihto the Council*

tn immm$

fhe Four

chcmgea to Five an$ reaotnlseO Fraarice as a responsible
first-class
faileyrauO fouaO at Vienna la October hoatilltF* not
the moderation Displayed earlier la Farts*

People had

bees displease*! with the first freaty of Farts the Allies
told him*

How every court same with secret plans for

blooper#. f^lleyrsiidA #58*
3%ieholsoiiy, Oen%rsgsa of .ftsima* 144*
3% | M , , 145-tTi Webster, yoyefgn Policy of Castlereagh* 1*31*40* The Statistioal S S S R t e e # estWlllieo
W W o e m b e r tSl%* was to verify the populations of the
OisputeO territories#

their own aggrandizement,35 Talleyrand wrote Wist theAllies wanted France to he weals#

® » Allies planned die-

eussiona arranging for the disposal of territory without
Arons**

fwaate was there for «ppears«te onlys and by

the gg September Protocol, the Allies had attempted to
exclude franco from the deliberations of the Congress,^
Talleyrand said in a letter to teuia XTIXI that ", , . the
language of the plenipotentiaries is not .yet that-of reason
and moderation."^?

Some of the Allied courts, Talleyrand

wrote after the postponement* did not think 'France had the
power to act and Prussia spread rumors that the French
representative had two sets of instructions* one prescribed
the language France m m to woe and the otter instructed the
delegates to promise tethiag-,3® w m m ® m m not in a vary
strategic position to deal with the demands of the Allien,
Russia insisted on adding Poland to her territory ate
Pruseia was only too ready to exchange ter Polish provinces
for the Oerman territories on tte Rhine.39 ft m m these
j«^wtu^iia*ir!yn!iiFB>n>iaj,
iwijfCj^ *wrtrwpi»i«>ii»ijS<ivojsaacw'iwaiW *■>wiiWf

35perrero, IfetSggtlBSlMgS o£ MSm.*
Broglie* Memoirs* U t 190-801.
3?Talleyrand, Correspondence .* 1» tetter t* Talleyrand
to teuis Xtfll* m ‘SipSteirTSP'* t,
3% b i d ,. tetter PI* falteyrate to tenia X9XXX* 1$ Octo
ber l i l f r P l tetter T O * Tstteyr«w* to teuis'&£££»
IT October 1814, 6A,
^Ibld,., tetter I# Talleyrand to teuis IPftf* fS finite
temtoer IBiA* S,

m
demands which produced the dissension end nearly caused the
dissolution of the Congress*

Talleyrand's duty was to

carry out 'the- French Instructions and to see that neither
Of 'the demands became answered.
The Pollsh-Saxony problem
The m £ n problem centered around Alexander X and his
plans for the Duchy of Warsaw,

Coupled with the problem

of Poland which brought Austrian and English opposition,
was that of Saxony

Alexander X, inconsistent in M o

support of the balance of power theory, demanded all of
the Duchy ©f Warsaw.

Nesselrode's instructions pat forth

the Russian claims thuslys

“The Duchy of Warsaw is mine
-I&1L
by right of conquest from Napoleon's Empire."
Alexander Z*
-

in l8lO, .had nearly signed an agreement with Napoleon which
would have prevented the resurrection of the Kingdom of
Poland, In 1811, after the change in Napoleon's policy
toward Austria, Alexander X changed his position*.

Russian

policy proposed » Kingdom Of Poland in union with Russia,
aid the 1013 Treaty of Kaiisch promised restoration of
Prussia to he** former power though not her former terri
tory,

this policy changed, however, since by the 27 June

1813, Treaty of Reichenbaek, Russia, Prussia, and Austria
% w e p e f Reconstruction _g£ Europe, 14?*

ws&mG& of wmm* tfiSMii#

promised to divide the Buchy of Warsaw among themselves*
and by the October 1813 treaty of foeplltz, the three
alii©# promised 'to reach .an aateafej© decision*^

me

secret meetings in Paris .in. May 1814 revealed some of
Alexander's demands « how at the Congress Alexander X
'mad© hit proposals clear.

Russia would receive most of

the Duchy of Warsaw, Prussia, as compensation for her
loss of territory, would receive iosen* Kulm, m m m a b
of Saxony.

Austria would receive compensations in Italy*

the south German lands* the Illyrian Provinces, and
Dalmatia
Mettemieh, supporter of the balance of power
theory, could tolerate .only half of the Russian plans.
He was willing to support Caatlereagh's project for
enlarging Holland, and he was willing to extend Prussia
westward as guardian, of the Rhine. Nevertheless* he
wanted .Russia stopped in Poland, since Russian acqui
sition of Poland would .pit Russia within i?5 sidles of
Vienna* and he wanted Prussia kept out ©f Saxony since
a Prussian Saxony would give Prussia an additional 250
miles of common boundary with Austria,

At Vienna,

Mettemleh was prepared to make compromises on the
^%ulick, Balance of Power, 191.

Saxon problem temfc not the polish, ansi promised he would
give Prussia Saxony provided that Prussia joined English
to

and Austrian opposition to- Russia. "

'Castlei’eagh wade his polioy very clear.

His main

objective was **, * , the establishment of a just equi
librium to :Europe«

To achieve tods objective, he

wanted Holland enlarged and Prussia strengthened in the
host a*' m barrier -aghtest Prance.^

Russian -expulsion;

to the west, Castlereagh thought, would he a threat to '
the soullibrium.

He wanted, therefore, to break the

PrusBO**R«Bsian bloc and to substitute an Austro-*Prussian
bond to i t * ' p l a c e ':$rottorto$u'toon* -was prepared to
sacrifice Saxony since he -regarded fruaai.to:d#fea»e.-Of
the Rhine sb a
^duliels, Balance. ■of
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m
Talleyrand objected to the Russian plans for Poland
and Prussian claims to -saxony*

He was net prepared to

sacrifice Saxony. -His aim in creating .an equilibrium,
though not dissimilar from Castlereagh*s, sought, by
different methods, to achieve the same end.

He wanted

to stop Russian westward expansion and to prevent Prussian acquisition of Saxony*

This represented no

change in Talleyrand's policy'fop once when the Ctaor
accused the .Ring, of Saxony of being a traitor, Talley*
rand replied, "That Sire* is a question of dates."49
All of Europe, for the past twenty-five years, had
recognized usurpers, and he argued that now it was nec
essary for Europe t© recognize legitimacy.

He intended

by this to place prance in the role as defender of .the
principle*:^® Castlereagh thought Talleyrand obstinate
since the .latter directed -his energies against- Prussia
alternatives. The first, a union of Great Britain,
Austria, and Prussia, he deemed most -desirable*. -The
second, a union of great Britain, Austria, and Prance,
he thought least likely to occur because of AustroPraneh Jealousies. For additional information see
A. A, Ward and 0. p. Gooeh feds*). The
British Foreign Policy 1783-191!
♦1

m

^Talleyrand, Correspondence, I,,Better III, ■
Talleyrand to i^uis
4yetober 1814, tft*. Talley*
rand was referring, to the actions of Alexander X who,
in 1807, signed the Treaty of Tilsit*
®°Brogl±e, Memoirs. 11, 205-207I Talleyrand,
Correspondence, ITfistter V, Talleyrand to Louis XV11Z.
I F M f o f e I«», 44-45.

68
instead of the larger problem of Poland.^

Talleyrand,

however, feared Prussian aggrandizement. Prussia, Talley
rand warned* Instead of ten million subjects promised by
the Allies would soon have twenty million and ell of
Germany.^2

Talleyrand, recognizing the principle of

legitimacy as his strongest weapon# became the defender
r»*\

of the King of Saxony.^

Talleyrand realised the need

for the ling of Saxony to mates son® sacrificeBj hut# he
said# Prance would never allow Prussia to receive tuxembourg o r Wayence or allow Russia to pass the Vistula,
If these ©bJ@eti.Oi88 were upheld, Talleyrand was prepared
to maJee some compromises on his Saxon position,^

Talley

rand, therefore, concentrated his efforts against the
coalition which Was still in offset against Prance,
He approached Metbernleh for his support at the
beginning of the Congress,
S%ebst@r*
reagh to Wellington,

On 8 October 1814, at a

Letter C9EJQCX# Castle-

m» aif,"“...

0%roglie, Memoirs, Jl, 117-18.
^%ieholaon,
0 1ST. The King of
Saxony, Prederich
'remained faithful, to
the Napoleonic Empire t© the- sad*
KM
Talleyrand,
spondei
1» letter IV, Talleyitober
rand to Louis XVtiJ*
38. Wow the letter
from the King of saxony to Louts XVIII see Talleyrand,
* _ * 33* Appendix, Letter V, Note 2, 200.
and the Kin® of Saxony were cousins.
55oulick, Balance ©f Power, 211: Talleyrand,
...... L» I, Letter IX, Talleyrand to Louis
1814, 70-71.

69
meeting with Mettemieh, he asked the latter how Austria
could allow Prussian acquisition of Saxony and hew Austria
could allow Russian encirclement of Hungary and Bohemia,
two of Austria's most important possessions.

Talleyrand

told Metternich that Prance desired three things# the
containment of Russia at the Vistula, the transferral of
Luxembourg to Holland, and the transferral of Mayence to
j**/T
Belgium.3^ Talleyrand'e attempts to discuss .matters with
Alexander 1 were less successful*

Alexander, is. his first

Interview with Talleyrand, declared that he would sot
relinquish shat was hie* meaning Poland,* and that .he
would rather have war than withdraw his demands.8^
England, who supported Prussian demands, sought to
Win Prance to her side*

Castlereagh attempted to induce

Talleyrand to change his objections to Saxony by inferring
that certain questions would be decided in such a way as
to make them desirable to Prance.
yield*

Talleyrand refused to

He said that Congress needed to reestablish the

rules which would allow Europe to present the reoocurence
of previous events*®®

Still the Allied: powers* by delaying

®%alieyrand. Correspondence, 1* latter IV, Talleyrand
to .tools XVIII* 9 0Hoier fSlt73T--39*
57Ibld,, letter III, Talleyrand to Louie XVIII,
4 October l8l4, S3*g4,
®8i M d L e t t e r iv, Talleyrand to leans x v m ,
9 OctobfrTBlA, 33*34.

the Congress* had means to e©»tr©l-the »®#tiati©ns for
the distribution of territory.
fhe Congress, during the three weeks frora # Oetober-

1 November ■'HBaM* was only a series of secret meetings and
confidential talks.

®iis "confidential approach," devised

by Metternlch instructed the delegates to. use the time to
reach preliminary agreements .on the important Questions.
Instead of formal meetings, the delegates met in small

groups* using the social aetiritlss m a vehicle for their
negotiations,. Amid the extravagansas of European society,
the diplomats mat and discussed the problems of Europe*
fhe plenipotentiaries used the small salons off, the ball
room of the eourt of Austria as a Mating place for their
negotiations.

She Job-, of greeting a sovereign and detaining

him as he was going: to the salon became an important part
of the diplomatic ga«#*S£

ft became evident* however*

that these'informal secret meetings were an attest by
the Pour Allied Powers to exclude Prance from the nego*
tiatlons concerning Poland and Saxony.^®
The folish-3axony discussions involved three major
phases.

During the first phase Castlereagh and Mettemich

became the ehisf negotiatore and.concentrated on the establlshment of a united opposition with Prussia against Russia,
ftia second phase brought Prussian cooperation with Russia
and a complete break to the attempt for a united opposition,
During the third phase, Talleyrand, taking advantage of
tide situation, successfully combined Prance with treat
Britain and Austria in the attempts for a settlement,
Hie first phase of the Polish Saxony problem began in
September and lasted until the end of November,

Secretly

Castlereagh began negotiations with the Caar,^

Hot

'having any success, he sent, on 1ft October l8l4, a'
,ai
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memoranetiaa to Alexander I denouncing Hussian ojanna,”1Then instead of concentrating his efforts on the Cxar,
he turned his attention to the establishment of ft unified'
opposition of Prussia, Austria, and England against Russia.
Hardenberg had Joined the negotiations on f October,
Rardenberg's plans for the re-creation of the European
State system called for Prussian a g g r a n d i s e m e n t M e
wanted Prussia placed in the position as defender of
6lWebater, British Piolomaov. latter.® m t @ m tie*'
reagh to Blvej^>ool:, f4"'October lol^» 206,
Hw-io, aee «*se Taiieyrand, _________
SetSTiSlI# Talleyrand to Bouts, 1? OetoBer 181$»
d «Arocebarg. CmgrdB de Vlanne. XI, 291-931 Mobster,
6%ulick, Balance of- Power, flt-if.

the Rhine and his policy supported Russian claims for
Prussian acquisition of Saxony*®

Secretly on $ October

l8lb» Hardenberg wrote Metternlch that Prussia wanted a
closer alliance with Austria and England if Austria would
guarantee Prussian claims to Saxony,®

Meiternieh and

Castlereagh were suspicious*^ Hetternich would have
refusedj but hoping to help Austria and Prussia together*

m

Castlereagh gay® M e

support to the demands for a Prussian Saxony.
he said* should be as strong as possible*

Prussia*

He gave M s

consent for Prussian acquisition of Saxony if Prussia
would oppose Russia's plans.®
Discussions with the Czar continued and Matternich
became the chief negotiator* but had no more success than
Castlereagh.

In fact, during an interview with Mettemieh,

-itd.i see also 'Preitschke, ^
114*4?» Humboldt was less enthusiastic over the RussoPrusslan alliance and more equilibrist In his outlook than
Hardenberg. Solo Mann* Secretary of Europe, aio-il?# gives
Prussian plane.

sn>*

n *

of Power. 215-16} Webster,
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For th«

the Czar* Talleyrand wrote* used language ", * , .such as
might have appeared extraordinary even If applied to one's
« n servants,"®
Mettemieh conditionally accepted, by a secret note
on 22 October I8l4, Hardenberg's f October proposals
which offered Prussian support against Russia if Austria
would guarantee the cessation of Saxony to Prussia*

The

climax: of the plan for a united opposition to Russia came
on 24 October when Austria,'Prussia and England agreed to
oppose Alexander*®

following the detente thus created,

Prussia, oreat Britain* and Austria presented a memorandum
denouncing Russian olaima to Alexander t late in October
at Buda.

The Cear refused to yield in his demands*

Ha

won Frederick William H i , H a g of Prussia* to Wls side,
this attempt -for a united opposition failed for Alexander 1
refused to yield,?0

In a memorandum dated 3® October 1814*

he told Castlerea^i that Russia would not renounce her
eialMu^*

rand to Louis imxiTlft
®6uiick,

#
iSi i ! &
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muzm* n * - U K

I* Letter H P , Talley.
m s , m*

i»i ifeb&ter# Wmm&m
.'W&fom®wp c o m m m m

II# S f i f l p i i i i
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"^Webster, British Diplomacy, letter CXXV, Caetle*
reagh to Liverpool, 5 ifovember 1814, 222-84. The Saar's

Talleyrand during fete .period wrote one of-Ms most
alarming letters to Louis

fflZZZ* He wrote, "The revo

lutionary ferment has spread all over Germany? Jacobinism
is reigning there, not:as it did five and twenty years
ago in Francs, in the middle and lower Glasses, hut among
tee highest and wealthiest nobility,"^2
rand feared another general war,^3

In short, Talley

He closed the- letter by

asking for further Instructions if Austria asked for cooper
ation against Prussia*^

Talleyrand could accept ©asbla-

reagh'a ideas on Poland tout not

Saxony.

Talleyrand said

that Castlereagh induced Austria to consent to relin
quishing Saxony and teat Castlereagh was preparing a
memorandum to the British government to excuse tee.
memorandum la in Webster, British Diplomacy, 224-25. See
also Talleyrand, Corre soonlenee7”ITietier IX, Talley
rand to Louis Z V t H T W ^ H o B e ? 1814, Rote 3, 78#
d'Angaberg, Coracrda de Vienne, II, Alexander to Castle
reagh, 30 '©fitetef ISP, ''w$»W*
Talleyrand to LowiaHWSI*
trope. 180-82,

, I, Letter VXIX*
l8lk, 62j Ferraro,

»%alieyrand, Correspondence. x, Letter
Talleyrand to Louie
»1-*S§#
, 66-67. Ferraro,
.......
'alsoWebster, o<-,v#g«
lit#
Liverpool to Castlereagh, I Sove'ti^er iBio, .2S1-28 and
Letter C90CVX, Wellington to Castlereagh, $ November l8l4,
227 for England's concern over talk of war preparations.
?%all«syrand, Correappndenca. J, Letter VTII,
Talleyrand to Louis

abandonment of Saxony.?®

France* Talleyrand wrote, should

ho prepared to offer assistance if Austria decided to
preserve Saxony, for he did not think Prussia and Russia
would fight 'for the territories,• Talleyrand planned to
make it known that prance did..not oppose Russia’s acqui
sition of any part of Poland given to her provided that
RusBia did not expand her frontiers and provided that all

of Saxony did not go to Prussia,

By embarrassing Austria

and England* both of whom ware prepared to sacrifice

Saxony*-Talleyrand thought that the two countries would
have to alter their positions.??
Talleyrand continued with his plane, lie told Prince
Adam Czartoryski, advisor to Alexander $ m Polish .affairs*
that the first concern of France was the preservation of
Saxony and that frame did not oppose Russia’s plans for
the government of the .part of Poland that Alexander I
would receive. In an interview with 'the Czar on £3 October
1814, 'Talleyrand again heard the Czar’s demands, Alexander
I said that the King of Prussia would become the King, of
Saxony and Alexander I* King of Poland.

He did not listen,

to Talleyrand's proposal which would Have given Prussia
the nine to ten million "souls” promised her without taking
?%bld <, letter IX, Talleyrand to Ik>uia XVIII,
if OctoHr"1S14, 71-72,

7#

Eli of B m m $*

Alexmtep said that the King. of Saxoi^r was

* traifeopj and m £m? pitfelio .to mu# ppitioipis* -th#y did
not oovieEM.-h&vu ttyun&lft*

I said* ha# M O tOOO

»■» if* Warsaw and w o n M use. them*. . :ge did not acknowledge

fmlieir3?Epi;|# rwmiiidEP that M m W M *

'

Russia

had, by a treaty# agreed b#,d£vido the Pushy of .Warsaw *"
iastlereagh, Talleyrand thought* wee pursiil-fig am
fj^osslMe courts*

ingljitifi soughfe to ally ths-.tourte of

Austria mod Prussia*

Hie two were

Song

time enemies they could not fe# united.

Oasilereagh*

1alleyrmnd reported* had instructions .from his court to
Heap Branoe weaW*
lolland*
wee

England wanted Prussia to fee Site

ihe wanted pptsMl* lnef#meed| and though thin

tneenEtmtent with tier opposition to- Russian demands#

she sought testro-fmssian. cooperation to achieve her

alms*

Talleyrand thought teat Castlereagh and letter**

nleti* fey e^ioeiitrEting on

l and readily

.sacrificing; ianotty* had made their own problems*

Sven

from the beginning* Talleyrand said* the two powers*
Inland and Austria* eoaid have prevented the problems
fated fey the Congress*7f ¥&lisyyai»& thought that If the
78Ibld., Letter XI, Talleyrand to Louis XVIII,
*§ Ocfcobe? I8l4, 83-88. fiie treaty referred -to was the
October 101# treaty of' foeplit** See also Ferrer®,

af jB»sa&,

- .

103 8 5

7%alleyrand, Correspondence, 1, Letter XI,
Talleyrand to Louis" xvtfli, 05 October 1814, 89-91*

77
&%ltm ha# convene# the congress

m

planned* Alexander

X

would net be in such a strong position*®® Castlereagh
agree# and propose# that he .ana.fallejran# prepare a
plan for the opening of the Congress.®^
,in 3® October I8l4.the eight powers which had eigne#
the First frest§? ef Faria ■mat an# established a committee
or three to examine'the credentials, of the delegatee#
After the approval of credentials* the Congress would
convene.* fsllefraai propose# that a general committee
an# three special committees be forma# when the Congress
convene# « the delegates #ii. not reach a decision an# the
meeting adjourned*®^ to $ November after Castlereagh ha#
receive# the 30 October c^morandum of Alexander I*'Hotter*
ntch* Castlereagh* an# ifeaselrode ashed' falleyrand for
aid in reaching a' solution*' faileFran# replied that the
solution weal# be the convening of the Congress*. Castle*
rough agree# but points# -out that 'the Prussians feared
even the wot# *<ftwggMM** Hetternich offered an -answer*
fhe Congress would convene when the Allies agree# an
the important questions*

f&llesrran# gave his consent!

and as a m t w m of the favor* Metternich propose# that
8oIbld.t 191.
Sltold.
®albld., Letter XIV, Talleyrand to Louis XvIII,
31 October lolft, 108 and Letter XV# Talleyrand to Loots
XVIII# & November 1814, 111-12.

78
France join tine eewlttee m tee affairs of Switesrlatid.
fallsirrteO eetild write touto Mill that tee frenali had
maOe some twpm m m em in their situation in Vienna although
tttajr-(&** W m m h) should consider more than Just outward
S*£
H ie Jtam oti p o s itio n was indeed t e t t e r *
bold f a l l t h a t

Mefcteamtte

B e e tlerea g h would n o t a llo w fta is la

to fte d th e f is t u la and th a t to wouM o ffe r P ru s s ia a
p o rtio n o f iim en y w ith teC H K tt*000 p o p u la tio n *®

s^em

fa lle ^ ra n d te d B a ite rs f a ir i s li to B a s tle re s te * alth o u g h

tofore the iuaaiam
s u c c e s s fu l*

of 3§ tobetor* was se»teiib

th e French p le n ip o te n tia rie s p o in te d out

Bohemia1^ r u Ifte r a M ilb f I f Barony and S ile s ia belonged
to th e asm# power*

fsllep tm m d gave © asblereagh the fa c ts

about Prussia fo r te e p a s t s la ty re a rs and pointed -out

M r orimea uni inliultles*

ffcltopwandf than

how

England could g iro mp to lp s ig and n o t w orr^ about h e r

oomereial. interests*®®' fallejrrani to M s conferences

8 3 fe rrtre * neeenatnteflen of Europe* lf§ *f6 * Bee
also falleirrancia^gS^Siii3SSSe *''lT"l?Siiler Xf* ta lle r^
rand- to tools I f l i i > W f o^eiie r JL@U$# 113*16 who inosr*
;reetSp referred to tee eeia&£tte& on tee affaire of twitem*
®$ailep?ati&3# forresp ^leiiee* X* to tte r W*
to touts WItZ* 6 ifOTeSKiTSW T*Ilf *

M***,*
tetter
Talleyrand to Louis XVIII,
l e t t e r XIV,
.
31 OctoleF"l8l4, 103-6.

ft
had succeeded to adding some prestige to too French dole*
gatlon,

too .King supported his actions,

Louis XVIII

wrote that preparations were under way for calling the
army,® and on 2 November I6l4, to© Count de Noailles
arrived with supplementary Instructions authorising
French support to Austria and Bavaria If they asked for

Alexander, at toe beginning of November, began to
draw Prussia back into toe Russian orbit,

toe Allies,

thinking that Prussia still might join them were verysoon disillusioned.

Alexander I invited Frederick william

H I to dinner and won his support,

-toe- Star informed

hardenberg of the King's acceptance of the Russian plans
and' ordered him. t© carry out toe King's wishes,

to a

memorandum to castlereagh# on 7 November, Prussia with*
drew from English and Austrian opposition to Russia.®
Alexander, even before he had maneuvered Prussia to
his side# sought French support.

Alexander invited

^
.... Louis XVIII to Talleyrand,
18l4, 80, and Letter XII, Louis XVIII t
Talleyrand, ■27 October 1814, 96,
aid.. Letter XV, Talleyrand to Louis XVIII,
6 NoventbeFlol4, ill. See note 1, ISO to totter XV for
instructions«
®Ferrero, Reconstruction of Europe, S03-204j
Talleyrand,
J l^t'prW m , Tallsy~
rand to Louis XVIII, ISNovembe r lilt, 126~28j

a ^ w * , s r * ^ rg -

80
Talleyrand ft© visit him.

Talleyrand accepted, but made

certain that both Austria and Great Britain knew of the
visit, ■The Czar's main purpose was to determine if
France was preparing for war; If France weald, at some
future date*, sign an alliance with Russia; and if France
would- alter her determination about Saxony.

Alexander X:

offered Talleyrand Russian support for the French position
on Naples if France would support Russia -on Saxony* 'Talley
rand replied that the two countries had the same desires for
Naples*

Then Alexander X suggested that Talleyrand persuade

Prussia t© release Russia from her promise to support Prus
sia on Saxony.

Talleyrand said that .he could not do this,

but the Czar could, by offering Prussia territory in
Saxony,Talleyrand found the Czar less adamant in his
demands for a Prussian Saxony end he thought that Russia
secretly desired some way out of the entanglement without
losing 'her position.

He saw an attempt, in the Char's

plan, to^'break up the Allies and Russia leaned to
France .9* However* ffetternieh too* since Hardenberg1a
defection* sought french support and approached Talleyrand
9°ralleyrand, Correspondence. X* tetter XX, Talleyrand to' bouls Wllf, lY iejpieibw 181k, 137*k6,' The
daft© is obviously a mistake since Talleyrand's letter
refers to Prussia's withdrawal fro® the united BritishAustrian opposition. She date should read 1?. November,

after a meeting on 11 November.

He showed the French

Minister the secret not© of 22 October by which Austria
had promised Prussia all of Saxony .if certain conditions
were fulfilled.

Then ho promised Talleyrand that he

would not give up Saxony,

However, Metternieh*e next

statement was leas encouraging, He said 'that Austria
'would yield a large part of Poland which, Talleyrand
said, meant everything if Alexander did not diminish his
d e m a n d s , 92

prance was now in a strategic position if

negotiations failed# and hopes for success seemed dim aa
all sides prepared for war*
'Talleyrand wrote Louis XVIII that the Grand Duke
Constantine, brother to Alexander X# had left Vienna for
Warsaw and that Prussian generals had left Berlin for
S a x o n y . 93

At the same time Austria moved her troops

into Galicia,9^ and began talks of an alliance with
Bavaria*

Talleyrand, In early November, received a

protest from the .Ring of Saxony,

The Governor General

for the Russians, prince Repnin, had ordered the fcransferral of the administration of Saxony to the represen
tative of the Ring of Prussia.

The Governor General

®%aiieyra»d# Correspondence * X*. totter XVIII,
Talleyrand to touts xviiX,i2 November 101k* 132-33.
93ibia,, 128*29.
9^ibid., totter XX* Talleyrand to Louis XVIII,
17 September ^aie November^ 1014# lkg.

m
announced that the decision was ft result of Prussian,
British and Austrian agreement, much to the dismay of >
the latter two.®® Both Austria and Great Britain protatted sittee their acceptance was c o n d i t i o n a l p a ®
French position steadily began to improve,

The Gaar

sought French support although Talleyrand did not commit
himself m i Metternloh'a actions, Talleyrand thought,
were encouraging*

However, Talleyrand was still critical

©f Castlereagh,
Castlereagh wanted Prussia to have Saxony to increase
her power while Mettemich wanted Saxony .aft compensation
for Prussia,

Talleyrand thought that Castlereagh wanted

frttsala to receive Saxony for the wrong reasons.®^ How
ever, Castlereagh was displeased with Talleyrand,
protested against Talleyrand *a behavior In Vienna,

He
Be

was displeased with Talleyrand's stubbornness about the
convocation of the Congress and his Insistence on the
rights of 'the King of

Saxony.

9*3 Talleyrand, on the other

hand# thought England had only her own interests aa her

IT feptHEr*
96i

tter XX, T
Movember

to'heals M i l l
# 1*9-50,

**
»# 131,

®®Websier* Forei

* 3SS| Webster,
Liverpool,

principles.^*

Castlereagh feared a Ruaston-S’rench agree*

ment late In October and protested to Wellington who
appealed to Count Aulps d*Blaeas for s o w changes In the
jprenoh position.3'00

Wellington told Biacas that England

was upset with Talleyrand *0 conduct sines he concentrated
on the problem of Saxony instead of Boland, and that
England would begin hostilities if a change did not ■
occur.101

Blaeas wrote Talleyrand instructions to'

cooperate store, fully with England, because Blaeas wrote,
Castlereagh had exceeded the instructions of his court,

g m Great Britain desired an independent Boland1 and if
Talleyrand stressed 'this point, Caatlersagh could not
use Poland as m excuse to' saoriflee Saxony.102

While

relations between Talleyrand and Castlereagh remained
somewhat cool, the communications helped for Castlereagh
reported some improvement in Talleyrand’s behavior.

The

latter did not press his demands-foe the 'opening of the
Congress and delayed publication of french views on the
^Talleyrand, Correspondence« I* Better IX, Talley*
rand to Bouts
70-71 .
100Webster,
*' Better exxvt.
r 181ft, 227-28.
Wellington to dss^E®..
Count Blaeas, one: of the King* e favorites,'disliked
Talleyrand,
Webster,
_
t, mwxreSBoadenee. I, -letter XVII, Blaeas
to 'Talleyrand, f November "iBlfti" I'gg

Saxon p r o b l e m . B y mid-November Castleraagh could
report that Talleyrand's actions were desirable.

By

this time* too, Talleyrand was aware that the coalition
was dissolving unless the .Allies reached an agreement
The second pha3e of negotiations* however, only mala matters
worse.
The second 'period began In the last week of November
and lasted until mld-Deeember.

Hardenberg presented the

Czar's proposals,. He offered Cracow and T h o m as free
cities If Austria would let Prussia have all of Saxonyj
and Mainz, the proposal said* would be a joint fortress,
Metternich worried about the possibility of the Russian
advance to Austrian boundaries.

.Castlereagh feared

w a r . A u s t r i a Its a mote sent on 10 December yielded
on tee Polish settlement with reservations but refused
Prussia all of Saxony.

Austria agreed that Prussia could

have Dusatla, half of upper Dusatla, and both sides of
l°3w©bster, Persian
Cast!
10%alleyrand> .
Talleyrand to Louis
lilt*' 14f

r XX*
November^

the Bib®,

Prussia rejected Austria*s offer and claimed

all of Saxony,*0^
Alexander# recognising a possible Auatro**French
alliance sent Prince Czartoryskl to seek french support,
Alexander said he would not demand the sacrifice of all
of Saxony and again offered Russian support to- Prance on
Italy,

Prince Czartoryskl asked Talleyrand if Prance

would make any alliances if the Allies did not reach
an agreement,
at that,®*0®

Talleyrand replied, ”X would toe grieved
tfatdaaberg* angry at Austria*a offer,

.sent parts of the Prussian correspondence with Metternlch to Alexander I*

The Czar became angry* but Metter-

nlch showed Alexander the Austrian correspondence with
Hardenberg and dismissed the- a c c u s a t i o n s , $ o r e
complications followed*

The German states took sides

and thus delayed' any settlement on the Confederation
AW

iMghtfM-

teee**etgmeMoo of
tettesatia*#

4® M ero s» f f t

to

Wmmm*
10 lE e e ro e r

.a p l^ ||^ .gj g teip E # te tg iif

CXKKtX* iastio^sgli. to slw^FmlTp^iiiSter imfi*
ana tetter 03C&S* Caetletfeagfo to teteejMMA*
f teoasilNt** %mM* i5§**S?*
t#. tetter Mil#

■Wallo^raiia to tesaii SFfSITTST^Somba^ 181%* t0#**0f #

until til© Congress solve© the Polish-Saxony problem,13-0
the second period ended without any progress having been
Bade,

Talleyrand again had denied Russia support and the

coalition had. begun to crack,
Talleyrand was optimistic,

in a letter to teals

XVIII on 7 December 1814, he reported that the English
representative had orders to support Saxony,111

Austria

had refused frussis all of Sawny*11® and the way was
open for French influence to 'affect the outcome. Talley
rand was correct.

The English government had Sent

instructions to Castlereagh to toe more cooperative with
France.

However* he had previously mentioned the possi

bility of war and suggested French m & British mediation
after hostilities began, 13-3 Castlereagh withdrew British
consent of the transferral of Saxony*111* and quoted fro®
iwiiWrt

"I ’I "f

f s t re a» pd »s*
Talleyrand to iouis wiIli T December .iSlft* I9 l«*f7 »
ii%told«, Better XXIX, Talleyrand to Bouis XVIII
iiShetoster# British Diplomacy, totter CXXXIX,
Castiers&«ch to Llveroool. ^December 18l4. 248-61 a:

^SfebBter, British Diplomacy, Bettor {SOX*
Castlereagh to H s S ^ S f (“TTSlieiSer 1814, 2§§*§7,

Liverpool's letter of 18 November to prove the strong
feeling in England against Frussian acquisition.33^ ,
’
Kith Austria and England both supporting Saxony,
Talleyrand held a more important position.

Metternieh,

hoping for tone rapprochement with Prance approached
Talleyrand and showed him the contents of the secret
tt■%.&
1© December note to Hardenberg on Saxony.A _ this
marked the beginning of the first Split in the coali
tion.3-1?

Talleyrand wasted no time and, ©n if December,

wrote Metternlch a long letter thanking him for revealing,
the contents of the secret note m § reiterating French
views on Saxony.

Ho explained in clear and precise

language, the interrelationship between M o balance
of power and legitimacy.

The states of Europe, he

wrote# were governed by principles and those principles,
oven ’
though the states could violate Mem# were aacred,
33% h M « # totter
J8 November 1814,
Castlereagh. 360-6I.
tibnefre® tondon had
roa#t. who had: already

©XXX* l i w ^ t to Castlereagh,
SfebStor# Foreign P & M » of
Webster asys
very little influence m ©netto*
mads up 'his mind*

ll6Talleyrand, Correspondence. I# totter m x #
Talleyrand to touia 'Wfll. lS 'Decembar 1814, 206-09*
Ferrero, Reconstruction of Europe, 267-68,

88
because they

human limitations which atom coulej

halt the excesses of force*12'®
Castlereagh, sot thoroughly committed to the Austrian
Ant French position, thought that every possible means
should be tried before he gave up. hie plane for a settle*
went with fwiseia,*'2®' he visited Talleyrand to discuss
the formation of a committee to study end verify the
population statistics of the various disputed terri
tories,220 failayrsnd used this opportunity to shew
Castlereagh a copy of the 19 December letter to Mettennich,

Castlereagh read the letter and. returned it to

Talleyrand without Comment,222

Castlereagh, at this

point, proposed the formation of a statistical committee
and Talleyrand supported the idea*'

Talleyrand added that

the committee should establish basic principles if it
OS#
nWWO
68«?h, ;8®e
also Freksa, Jg
ji Mettemioh,
Metternleh, ISDecem-$

|?3Ff

g

Talleyrand to Mettemieh, 19
«etternich*s Memoirs date the iotter l£t ieffieWber which
<3*W
a:

220Talleyrand,
Talleyrand to louis
Culick, M M m ® . 01* ..i»eg» 2S5*
222Talleyrand,
Talleyrand to hauls

fetter.?®®?*

I* Detter JDCXlV,

wanted anything accomplished,122

Talleyrand mentioned the

possibility of a French, British, and Austrian agreement
recognising the- rights of th© King of Saxony.

Castlereagh

did .not give his consent, replying that ah agreement was
not necessary at this tlms,^3
Castlereagh sent lord Charles Stewart, his halfbrother, to inform Talleyrand that the Allis® agreed to
the formation of a Statistical Committee Mat resented the
Inclusion of France. Talleyrand protested and said that
if the Bower® insisted on acting aa if they were at
Chaumont, France would withdraw from the Congress ISA
The threat worked because the same day f&iMffaoa received
a not# inviting France to 1®' a member of tee committee*
The Statistical Committee began work on 24 December and
included some of tee beat workers at the Congress.1'2®
tee committee, considering all territory conquered by
Branca, based 'tee estimates on population. Talleyrand
protested.

He wanted qualitative considerations need in
208*201 Ferrero, fto«a

873.
** «
Talleyrand to te»i®

1

, tetter xxxxv,

cemtoer 1®14, M8»§&.

E*#
II

L##

^®Webster, Foreign policy ©f
Talleyrand, CorrespOTidenee,
to teuis xviti, iS heceSbe’r lS.l4, 138,

addition to population.

He thought that a Polish peasant

would not be worth the same as a man from 'the left hank of
the Hhine, and therefore the committee should consider this
in addition to population.12?

Though the committee.used

no Otter means of measuring except population, Talleyrand's
suggestion had. some influence on the members of the Con
gress*12®
Sine# the Allies had reached no agreement on Poland
and Saxony, Alexander I asked for official discussions.
concerning the problem*4^

Castlereagh had received

instructions which urged British rapprochement with
France,1®0 and on 2? December he wrote Talleyrand acting
his support foar the British position on the question.

In

a meting of tte Four Bowers on $$ December, Metternich
and Castlereagh supported French admission to the dis
cussions.1®1 Hardenberg and Messelrode protested ate
Talleyrand was still' not a m u t e r of the all important
group, but the way who open since'Jfettemleh ate Castlereagh

1280ulick, Balan^ of fjgggf,.'t|#,
1£%etester, fogglgjia foJ^Qy. jOf fasMirgSgtl, Slf1 Gulicfc,
m ,s m g;, i w *
130ileb3ter* British Diplomacy* 'tetter CXDVII, Diver,4

131°uiic^

aeag» **** «eb»t#r, s e s & m

m u m m .a a a s B M ? sff*

m m cooperating with France. 5

On 30 December, the

Russians asked for all of the Duchy of Warsaw except
One sen, Posen, and the fewer provinces of western
Prussia which she reserved for Prussia, and the land on
the right hank of the 'Vistula and Tamopol which she
proposed to give to Austria*^33 Hardenberg threatened
war if the proposal was not accepted* and Castlereagh
ended the negotiations.^^

on 31 December Castlereagh

visited Talleyrand and protested against Russia.

Again

Talleyrand brought up the subject of an alliance and
Castlereagh said that he would draft the proposal,1^
On l January 1013* Castlereagh submitted his proposals
to France and Austria; and on $ January 1815, Great
Britain* France, and Austria signed the secret 'Triple
Alliance.
-^Webster, British Diplomacy, totter- CI.1V, .Castle*
reagh to DlverpooiV I Januaiy leiS, 276; Webster* Forelg
teiisy M m r n m m m * 3m*
133Perrero, Re c w straction c£ jftBBBBU 2?5.
^Webster, British Diplomacy, totter CLV, Castle*
reagh to Liverpool, 1 January lBly, '277*70-1 Webster,
Foreign foiicy of Castlereagh, 370.
13%ebster, British Diplomacy. totter CI.VZ, Castle*
reagh to Biverpool', l "January 'l3i5» 279; Ferrero,
Reconstruction of Europe* 275-76. See also Webster,
m
370,
*3%ttliek* Balance of tower, 238-39; Webster,

By the treaty the three- fewer© secretly fledged mutual
support la case any One of the three were attacked.

France

and Austria each promised 150,000 troops, and Great Britain
promised the same In mercenaries or subsidies. -The three
would «©k. Bavaria, Hanover* and the Hetherlands to Join
the alliance, and they would draw up © military flan of
operations.*37 fftitoyshWd was elated.
-3£¥XSZ».

1© wrote; touts

« :* the coalition is dissolved and f e w e r * " 13®

Prance m u no longer ©lew©-# he declared, but

» * to

concert with two of the greatest powers and three States
Of the second order, and will soon be in concert with
©11 the State© which are guided by other than revolu
tionary frtn#ifl©# and maxlmums."13®

Talleyrand the®

listed ail the deed© he performed and the events which
iMi
contributed to the success of the alliance,
Adhering to the policy he had supported for twenty*
five years, Talleyrand, in signing the alliance with
Austria and Great Britain, helped establish a balance.
^GttlAeK, Balance of Power, 238*391 Perrero,

C M j j g * £WT#'A«geberg, Congrds de
13%alleyrand, Correspondence, S., totter XXXVf,
Talleyrand to touie fiJfll* ® Jlil&y 10&S, ®%8*

which, he said, was the piarsntee that one of the' powers
could not obtain dominance and rupture the established
order,

if Prussia obtained saxony then she would domi

nate all of Oermany.

prance, toy the treaty Of % January,

kept her position .safe .and divided the coalition formed
against her*

Talleyrand, in supporting Prussian claims,

would have relinquished the principle of legitimacy
which he had so cleverly brought back from the past and
used for the future safety of Europe
Though 'he might have done so, he did not use his
position to bargain for the extension of the French
frontiers.

The alliance guaranteed the French frontiers

as established toy the First Treaty of farts# and Talleyrand expressed satisfaction with this arrangement.

He

thought France, after her defeat,, would become great
only if she remained within the territorial limitations
of her former boundaries,l^s
^ % a l leyrand *

y'SgTi SrtSSSn#

I,.iv-xx{ Cooper,

l^%ullck. Balance of Power, 240-k2j Talleyrand,
rreaaondence, S'« li 'Ife^lle, lemire, II, 117-lfil
ilier, prIcIato_BiBltavtoy, Letter ctoX, Ssgtlerea#*
to LlverpooI7*b Jahuafyn,r'iolS, 282, See also Louis
Adolphe Thiers, Blstprr of the Consulate and the
France Under Napoleon^
.adoIphia s 3* B.
Lippincott igo,, 1895), II, 20-22 who" says France
should not have signed the First Treaty of Parts end
should have used her position to bargain for terri
tory. Hereafter cited as Thiers, History of the

t

Qk

Due to frtlejrani1* ouoceaaful diplomacy, war jij
not take place, Early in January Metternlch and Castlereagh accepted Russian plana for Poland.

Russia received

mo3t of the Duchy of Warsaw which was later proclaimed
the Kingdom of Poland under the Csar of Russia.

Russia

.gave Poland: a constitution and' promises of independence.
However, independence was a dead latter M i the Con
gress Kingdom of Poland was never' What Alexander X had
promised.1^

S£nee Russia received what she wanted, the

alliance, it would seem, was hot necessary.1^

Besides,

it is doubtful Mather Prance or Great Britain, or
Austria could have fulfilled their pledges, and Prussia
and. Russia wars not prepared for war.1*^

Nevertheless,

iti concluding the alliance, Austria and' Britain had a
partner in restraining Russia from increasing her territory la the future.

The way was now open for a

compromise in. Saxony.
On $ January 1815, Mettemieh supported French
admission to the meeting -heM on that day.

Hardenberg,
Psworo,
r.

■^Nicholson, ffl
of

motion ff Bmmm* 278.

178,

lJt%iefto3,soa
^%arrer®.

NrtrtwftiM

I t e E g * 278,

Humboldt and Sap©

not knowing of the secret

treaty, opposed, thinking that they could work oat a
solution before Prance entered Into the picture.

On

9 January Gaefclereagh wrote a memorandum on French
admission.

The powers aeceptedj and Prance, recognised

as a first class power, earner to a meeting the a w e d a y . W
Rumors had been circulating about the alliance since early
Oeeember, and at the meeting of $ January, British, Jte©*
trian, and French Joint action was obvious,*®®
Alexander, now that his Polish plant were satisfied#
was ready t© make concessions concerning Saxony,

on

IS January# Prussia asked fear all of Saxony,3®®
and Great Britain opposed the

p l a n s . 150

Discussions

began for a settlement of the Prussian demands with
some difficulties over the proposed numerical arrange
ments and differences of opinion about the proposed
territorial arrangements. Castlereagh favored giving
*®%©feator# British M
Castlereagh to ““

, letter

ISIS,

ress of Int
a^%reitschke. History of Germany, II, 73* fit*
also Gullck, Balance of Power, Sl®ls'for the Plan for
Reconstruct ion' oF poland aiST'd‘Angeberg, Coi % *

!* 11,

6oa-o4,

Prussia a large part of Saxony ana the city of Torgau.
Mefctemlch ana Talleyrand opposed because of the potential
military threat to Austria.3^ 1

On 29 January, Austria and

England proposed a settlement which offered Prussia 800,000
"subjects'1 in Saxony,

The Prussians refused because Leip

zig was not included in the «ff«r*^®S

Caatiereagh, recalled

by the English government during the last part of January,
wanted a settlement on saxony before he left*

Inducing

Russia and others to make concessions, on 8 February, the
parties reached an agreement and divided Saxony, Prussia
received more- than half of territorial Saxony but less
than half of the population.

As compensation for the

exclusion of Leipzig, she received -Thom from Russia,
an area with 50,000 population from Hanover, and 100,000
"souls'* from Holland*

Saxony received less than the

1,500,000 population that Prance desired.

Nevertheless,

Saxony would still be a second class power and prance
consented to the agreement.^53

saxony received

■^Talleyrand, Correspondence, I, Letter MM*
Talleyrand to Louis
January 1815* £77*?o,
and letter XLIX* Talleyrand to Louis XVIII, 1 February
1815* 194*9? ft®* proposals and plans. See also d*Angeberg,
Conurds da Vienne, II, 644-6o for the Statistical dem*
mi'tte'e""report.
^Ferrera, Reconstruction
ISSralleyra
Talleyrand to Le
Guliek, Balance

jUPoae, 285.
latter a f
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1,200*000 people with Breeden, Leipzig, Bautsen, and
territory on the Bohemian frontier.
free city,3- g t

Cracow would tee a

the conclusion of the settlement,

Saxony emerged, considerably reduced in size, and
Prussia, with her rewards gained from Saxony, Poland,

and west German 'territory became the chief defender of
the Rhine.*55 .

only remaining problem would tee to

obtain the consent of the King Of Saxony,
After the news of Napoleon's escape from Sites

washed the Congress,3--^ everyone was anxious to eo»clude the deliberations and unfinished business,
tfetternich, Talleyrand, and Wellington, who had replaced
Caetlereagh la mid-February, left for Pressburg on

9 Marsh to proseat the ling of Saxony with the decisions
made regarding Saxon

l a n d s , !57

gaga minister talked

separately with the King who refused to agree to the
arrangements. Talleyrand, however, thought the King's
refusal to be more of a pretest performed for the
e 86i
rand*
tee
Louis XV1III, 8 1February 1815, 2-fi Ouliek, Balance
Power,
Webster, BgLtiab.'diplomacy. 5 I ® 1
Castiereagh to Liverpool',1B 'lWruary'”lifts, 299-302,

i55aulick, Balance e£ fower, 248.
IS^alleyrand, Correspondence, 11, Letter LX1V*
Talleyrand to Leals W S 3 X T Y W i m lilS, 71.
^Iteid.*
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benefit ■of tte Saxon pws$Sa» since the King wanted t* glvt
the impression of yielding under pressure,3-^

the same

time Russia asked for the establishment of civil admin
istration in that part of saxony awarded to fter,359

the -

d«sgre« therefore-- Ceded the lands Without gaxon consent.180
®*S King of Saxony, nevertheless, agreed to the arrangements
on 89 Key 1815,

and concluded the Pellsh-Saxony problem.

Thus, Talleyrand had succeeded in keeping Prussia
from obtaining all of Saxony, allowing her only the vacant
ecclesiastical provinces which were largely Catholic and
would be- harder to assimilate." The parts .of. the Rhenish
provinces she received were not contiguous with Prussia
and made ter less of a-"threat to Austria,

However, bte

acquisition Of the Rhineland promoted Prussia to the
leading power in Northern Germany, but ter ability to
dominate was balanced by Austria, His support of Saxony,
using- the principle of legitimacy to establish the equi
librium, guaranteed French security ate the balance of
158lbld.* tetter UflS, Talleyrand to Louie XVIII,
IS MarebTWS, 78-79,

gist -CT^^tte8^ * 1Cong^ a

a

Vienna, 229j ftelrs

*6lIbld,, Note 2, 83,- d*Angeberg, Canards de

tieftftQ, 3 X 8 7 iso6 .
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power.

Also, by preventing' Prussian seisure.of Xww»*

bourg and Mayence# the Prussian border was not contiguous
with France in any p l a c e t s

falieyyani*a conduct during

the- Polish-Saxon problem illustrates the state Interest
effect 'on- the balance of power theory,

Talleyrand, in

concentrating on Saxony, presented a more French nationalist
view than tteitemieh and Castlereagh who concentrated on
Poland,1®^

Both Metteralch and Castlereagh thought that

Preach support would force fmseia to bach down since
Prussia was willing to receive compensation elsewhere and
Alexander 1 was not.-^*® However, Talleyrand i» concen
trating on Saxony wag able to achieve the elevation of
^^Sainte-Aulaire, Talleyrand, 27S-?8| •Talleyrand,
Correspondence, II, letter o#«epirt presented to the
King Surlng His Journey fro® '(Bleat to faria, June ISIS,
2£4*£9f Brintors, lives, 178-79j Wloholson, Congress of
Vienna, 180-81; ^ ^ m i S Mise^Strga, The AtfitulS ^l^the
W * o $ r h 6 W 6 f 6 @ r cited as Straus, Batieaailsmi See also
Solo Rani, Secretary of Burene, SSS^fST
^%felleyrand. Correspondence. II, letter ©, Report
Presented to the King BuringHisJourney to Ghent, June
MIS* 229; Broglie, Memoirs, II, 208-09.
^^Gullek, Balance of Power, $$8t See also Ferrer©,
Reconstruction crejmycBite, loo, who says Talleyrand suc
cessfully c'csmbined^tKe princlple ©f the law of nations
said the interests of the wench and Oultek, Balance of
fewer, £33# who speculate® 'that if Talleyrand had jofned
w e lilies before ab October a f e w power bloc gainst
Alexander would have been successful.
MSifebster, British Diplomacy, Better CXXXII, Castle
reagh to Live rpoo37^f«e wmEerTBl*, £39-40.
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Prance to a responsible first class power and to fttteolw*
the coalition that m m still in offoot against ter.

CRAPfBR
THE ITALIAN SOlflTION
The Italian settlement became another problem for
th® French delegation at Vienna.

Talleyrand's policy

favored the expulsion of Hurst and the prevention of
Austrian domination of the peninsula.

To achieve these

ends* he desired Italy divided Into several states and
under several influences.

If Austria became the dominant

power, Talleyrand feared that Italy would break away and
become Independent.

Prance wanted Ferdinand IV restored

as the legitimate ruler of the Kingdom of Naples.
Tuscany Prance desired returned to the legitimate
.ruler* the Queen of Etruria**

In supporting the Queen

of Etruria* Talleyrand, brought up the Question of all
legitimacies, living and dead, which tried to regain
the claims they had lost.

These dead and. dying legiti

macies, some of them mere pieces of parchment, disap
peared in the Revolution,

Their reincarnation was

Impossible, but sometimes another problem arose,
^Broglie, Memoirs, 11* 173-7P*
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different form of legitimacy collided.

Such mas the

case of Tuscany,®
m a s

recognised the Queen of Etruria as the legiti

mate sovereign of Tuscany and she was,

Tuscany* ceded to

Napoleon in iBoit was in turn ceded to the Cute of Parma
as indemnification for the cessation of the Suehy of P a m a
and became the Kingdom of Etruria.

Charles if , King of

Spain and father-in-law of the M e t Of farms* paid for
the m m m

0 large amount ojT

In 1S07# however* Napoleon transformed. the Kingdom of
Etruria into a d<fpartement of France end promised the
Queen of Etruria, widow of the Dulse of Parma who had
become regent after her husband's death* the Kingdom of
Lusitania which he planned to create in Portugal,

the

promise was never fulfilled and Talleyrand's in
supported the return of Tuscany to the Queen,3 However,
eeanplieatianB arose,

Tuscany 'had two legitimate sovereigns,

Ferdinand XXX* the former Grand Buke of fasoany# ceded
fuacany to Napoleon la 1801 in return for the Duchy of
Wurzburg in Germany,

The Grand Duke returned to Tuscany

in September 181$ and assumed the position of ruler*

The

Grand Duke Ferdinand, brother of the Austrian Emperor
■was also a legitimate ruler* ami the people of Tuscany
%&**»*■** B&aenatruetlon of Burone. 199-200,
SsrogJie, Memoirs, If* 175-76# Ferraro, M S S M ^ m r

m i

recognised ilia as their sovereign-

Since Ferdinand was

the brother of the Austrian Emperor, the removal of
Ferdinand and'the restoration of the Queen of Etruria
was a difficult task,

the Austrian court would consider

It at* insult if the Congress removed Ferdinand. The
realised the delicate situation and said
that if .the restoration..of the Queen of Etruria proved
too difficult, France would .persuade her to accept the
duchies of Parma, Piacenza, and Guastalla as compensation.
She latter, however, mm- promised by the Treaty of
Fontainbleau to Marie Louise and her son, the King of

From the beginning Murat presented a problem,
Austria, by a treaty on 11 January 1814, guaranteed
Murat *s lands and to. increase of territory with 400,000
population.

She increase was to be obtained from lands

taken from the Fops.

Murat, la return for the guarantee,

had switched sides .and attacked the French armies in
Italy under Eugene da Beauhamals. Lord William Bentick,
British minister at Palermo, landed at Leghorn, tod on
9 March lilt,.issued a proclamation calling for Italians
to rise up in defense of their liberties and promised
British support to the Sicilian Bourbons*

Murat, con

sidering a possible treaty of neutrality with Eugene,
*lMd.

10%
resumed negotiations with the French commander upon
hearing about the declaration,

The situation remained

the same until 'the abdication of Napoleon,

Then, by a

convention between the French commander and Austria*
Eugene left Italy and Murat returned to Naples,5
England, too* had approved the treaty guaranteeing Murat
his lands* and at 'Vienna Castlerea$* was prepared to
adapt his Italian policy to that of Metternlch.^
The Italian settlement at the Congress centered
around Murat since the outcome of the other territories
in Italy ultimately depended on the expulsion of the Sing
of Maples*

The question of Murat, however, was never

directly approached,

Metternlch, at the beginning of

the Congress proposed rules of admittance which neither
admitted nor excluded Murat'S representative, Talleyrand's
proposals* on the other hand, would exclude Murat *e rep
resentative from the Congress*
Metternlch'a proposals.T

The delegates accepted

Metternlch'a actions are clear.

Me feared that Murat would use force if the Congress
%leholson. Convroas of Vienna, 191-92j Metternlch,
p a stel* if* 5 8 & r m f m : m
i
tais* ■m $ m m *
Reoonstructlon off Europe* 201.
^Metternieh,
of Vienna. 188-89J

wn
^Talleyrand,
rand to bouls XVII

I"

*
S S E S i S S
I, letter If, 'Talley

excluded M m plenipotentiary and Austria was not prepared
to fight in Italy*®

Talleyrand argued that- the treaty

Austria had signed with Murat was void since It guaranteed
lands which fid not 'belong'to him,®

Metternlch, roalissing

force was necessary to expel Murat, who had placed himself
at .the head of the discontent and revolutionary forces in
Italy, wanted a delay.

Austria was not prepared to fight

In Italy and not under any circumstances did she want
Franca to go into Italy again,1°

As a result, Metternlch

on 11 November, in the first discussions on the Italian
problem, proposed that the Congress consider the. problems
of Italy in order of their geographical position* from
north to south.

He-wanted to delay the subject of Murat.

Metternlch told Talleyrand, "The fore© of circumstances
will necessarily bring back the House of Bourbon to the
throne of Naples."11

Talleyrand replied., "The force of

circumstances appears to m

to be now at Its full heightj

It is at the Congress that this question -must end."-12
°IMd. * Murat1s plenipotentiary at Vienna was CampoChairo....
®Supra,, Chapter %%, p. AS,
^%ei^ge,_»eeonstOTietieiaijg£ Europe, 201j Metternlch,
*» Better XV, Talley
rand to I>oule W l l i r b &bvembef iSlA, 117} Ferrero,
Reconstruction of Europe, 201-202.
laIbid.

Talleyrand -consented to :tttf geographical order for die*
euaaionsj 'bat when Metternlch mentioned Murat's supporters
in Italy, Talleyrand answered, "Organize Italy, and he
will no.ionger hare any.

Put an end to;.* provisional

situation which is detestable,"1^

Metternlch, Talleyrand ■

wrote Louts XVXXX, continually used the.Word, "complica
tions" in describing the affairs of Italy *. * , 80 as to
keep up. the vagueness which M s weak policy requires * *
*

Kafctemich, therefore, circumvented .the problem by

the.geographical arrangement of discussion.

The Congress

first would consider Sardinia*. These first negotiations
concerning Italy (November) become important when viewed
as part of the.basic principle of legitimacy,

Talleyrand

could not support a unified Italy because there was no
one legitimate sovereign.

On .the other hand# he could not

recognize.Murat *a kingdom aide by side with legitimate
governments,

Murat, seeking legitimacy, would use force

and involve all of Europe in war***
The only official settlement made concerning Italy
during the last part of l8l4 was the incorporation of
Genoa in Piedmont, for the second article of the First
^Talleyrand, Correspondence, f* totter XT* Talley*
rand to louia XVIII, to'SdvImbar 'ISlS, U S *
14*.

Treaty of Paris promised tbs King of Sardinia an increase
in territory there» the pert of Genoa, the article stipu
lated, would remain free*. Thus, the .first meeting of
Italian affairs on 11 November 'began with ■a. proposal to
give- Genoa to the King of Sardinia by a treaty guaran
teeing her institutions and privileges,

Castlereagh

argued.for a free port at Genoa and low transit rates
through piedmont,1^

The Spanish delegate* labrador,

Objested and argued that M e Congress was the only one
who could decide the fate of Genoa,

ge wanted the ©en

gross to appoint a committee on Italian affairs*

Metter-

nleh, seeking a delay, wanted geographical consideration
for M e Italian problems and .he .said that the First Treaty
of Paris 'had already decided the matter,^

Talleyrand,

since he did not wish any M h d of revision to the Treaty,
supported Metternlch.3®

At the next meeting Talleyrand,

Nesselrode, and Castlereagh agreed to the union of Genoa
and Piedmont and agreed to communicate a protocol to that
effect to the deputy from Genoa.3#

Talleyrand used this

36Talleyrand, Correspondence, I, fetter SEttfl, Talleyrand to feats XVIII, l^ November I8l4, 130; Ferrero,
‘ trope. 806-OT.
i l t l t m i

206-07,

tee, 1, fetter m i l , Talley
rand to feuJUH XPXXX, 18 NovemberlSlt, 133,

loe
occasion to tying up the question of w e e a i l M to
the kingship of Sardinia.®0

The French instructions

supported the accession of the Savoy-Carignsn branch to
the Sardinian throne after the death of the present King,

tEtetor Emmanuel $***

Sine# neither ftetor Emmanuel g nor

his brother* Charles Felix., hod any sons and the reigning
dynastic order prevented female succession.

France, is

order to, thwart a possible Austrian acquisition of the
House of Savoy, wished to assure the ©n®er of succes
sion. sa

The outcome of the affairs of Genoa corresponded

with French wishes. The Committee prepared the articles
which incorporated Genoa into Piedmont,

!y ? December

l8lh, Talleyrand could report that the Genoa discussions
were complete and granted everything France wished*®^
Talleyrand, nevertheless* instructed NOailles not to
accept the arrangements ©f piedmont except ie part of
the settlement made for the whole of ftaly.2it The next

Chapter If* p. 38
II* 2,66*6?} fallow
Talleyrand to houia
o' November l8lh, ISO* Hot®
,

1, le|rer,.lWII, Tilley*
rand to goals ^riis* T m S m a m l 3Sw» l#6« See also Great
Cobbetfs Barliam
Britain, cobbettia
Parliamentary Debates, XXIX |t April
1815}, W l i f ff'JI» reilllr;" r a f l i i ' Brltalh* ,
21ifalleyrand, Correa©

nee* I* 'letter gXXX*

m
questions, fwstotty and Parma, however, depended m Murat,
and therefore, the Congress reached m decision until the
completion of the affair# of Naples.
Thus, Naples became the major problem, and Metternlch,
by delaying the decisions, bought time for Austria*

falloy*

rand protested against Metternlch*s actions concerning
Maples, for he received news that Austria had sold Murat
twenfcy-flve thousand muskets.

He protested and ashed

Metternlch, Who dented the charges, how Austria could
fear Murat and at the

sms

time sell him guns.®®

Various report# of Murat*# activities 'reached Vienna,
prom the beginning, Surat1a 'representative attempted to
influence British opinion to favor of Murat, although
Castlereagh and Wellington, as early as September 1814,
were considering a way to overthrow him*

However,. British

opinions at home supported Murat, and the many British
visiter#.at the court in Maple#, whom Murat entertained,
gave the latter encouragement, Castlereagh looted for
evidence and hoped that.the pipers of the Bari of Oxford,
seized in Paris, would provide a way for England to oppose
Murat,2®

However, toe papers seized revealed none of

.bid:
*, 164.
®%@b#«er, goreien Policy of Castlereagh. 397-98;
Talleyrand, ©wwiiitotettlS * IT lattef’'
nSlasae t o
Talleyrand, V T S S m S S r W ® > 185-86 and Mote 1, 88,
iee also Arnai1-granqols de Jaucourt, Correspondence dt*
mm m m

Murat’s activities,2? tot other reports of the affair#
in

Italy

continued to circulate in Vienna.

'too Pronto consul at leghorn reported revolutionary
activity in Italy and Informed Talleyrand that Napoleon,
from Elba, was 'recruiting officers,

Talleyrand was con*

vinced .and the letter supported his convictions that Italy
would not remain peaceful long unless the Congress disposed
of Napoleon .and Murat »®®

Talleyrand communicated tha

information Indirectly to Castlereagh too seemed concerned
and went to Metternlch,

ffettemich remained obstinate.

Be supported to® opposite view, Talleyrand reported*®®
However, toe need for French cooperation during to®
Pollsh-Saxon discussions brought nor® concrete action

from Castlereagh,

He instructed lord Bentinek, now

commander-in-chief in Italy* who was only too happy to
Ires avee la Prince de to
*”
a*
* *s»ws»#* Jaucourt to Talleyrand,
'■■■ H
* Hereafter cited as Jaucourt,
3 December I
leyrand, Correspondence. j# letter
eyrand t® touJL** 7«?Ieii3r
XVIII to falleyrhnd*

kpp» I* totter XXX. touts
'“' V f l f .

I* Talleyrand to tools XVIII,
fee Talleyrand, Correspondence,
,
f December 1814, ____________
gt totter XXftl* Talleyrand to Louis XVXIIT7 December
>s Not® 3* 198-99 for a copy of toe letter.
^Talleyrand,

Talleyrand to touis~

I* totter x x v i i ,
,* , „ecember lilt, 195-fS*

assist, to seek evidence of Murat's treasonable activity
in Sate 1813 and early l8lt.3°

Talleyrand, to appease

Castlereagh, propose# the formation of s commission to
deal with the slave trade and hoped for English action
with France oh Italian affairs,

Castlereagh showed

Talleyrand the correspondence with Bord Bentinek .and
asked Talleyrand for hie opinions on the Kapolitan
Question.31

Talleyrand thought that England would

cooperate with France on the Napolitan Question except
that she had made certain promises which were difficult

to break, Talleyrand, somewhat encouraged, promised to
look for evidence against

Murat.

32

He also provided

Castlereagh with a letter explaining French views on
Naples.33
Metternlch worried shout the effect of Murat on
the rest of Italy and Austrian efforts for a rapproche
ment with Prance during the foliah-Saxony negotiations
3%©b8ter, Foreign M M & SL
31TaUeyrand,
Talleyrand to hauls'
Web8ter,

399.

oember

m*

3%alleyrand, CorrespondenceI* letter XXIX,
Talleyrand to bouis'Xtlll, ISfecember 1814, 211-12.

in December, altered his Minins about Murat.

He* however*

wanted concessions from France in return for Austrian
support to overthrow Murat* and went behind Talleyrand* a
bacie-to Douis XVIII and Blaeae in Paris 1st® in December
IgW.3** «© wanted Talleyrand Instructed not to resist
Austrian claims that the Congress should net consider
the affairs of Naples.

ly the end of January the King

finally agreed, probably because the English promised not
to Join the expedition against Murat,35
Talleyrand, in the meantime, not Knowing Of the talks
in Paris, continued negotiations,

ghortly after the secret

alliance, .he- began to press for..a settlement on the other
Italian affairs,

He helped propose a plan which gave the

Queen of. Etruria Parma, piacensa and Quaatallaj the Pope
would receive the legations} and the Grand Bute of Tuscany,
Ducca, Presldi and sovereignty over Piombino and Elba.
.
after Napoleon’s death*

She. plan offered Marie Eouise a

pension and certain fiefs in Bohemia belonging to the
grand Duke of Tuscany,
a month,

Austria held up negotiations for

"The Italian affairs mate ho progressj they all

34Webster, Foreign Policy. M .Caatlereagh, 49ft,

stop in th® teteStt of Prince Metternlch" reported the jRsiai
plenipotentiaries .to a letter of Zb January i$i<|*3®
Austria finally sent a counter proposal which would
give the Queen of Etruria the duchies, with the exception
of Piacenza and. offer Lucca to the Archduchess, Marie
Loots## t m life.

The proposal also made provisions for

Marie touts® to receive two pensions, one from prance and
one from Austria.

Austria would receive Piacenza, the

Valtelline, Lucca after th® death of Marl# Louise, a
portion of 'Mantua on th® right bank of the Po and the
imperial fiefs.

Fran®# protested against, the pension,

the reversion of tocoa, and Austrian acquisition of the
imperial fiefs.

Metternlch discussed the Austrian counter

proposals with: Talleyrand and seemed ready to work out a
compromise, however, he had not consulted Marie Louise,
She refused her consent; and argued that although she was
willing to accept something otter than Parma, she wanted
the. equivalent*. A# an alterteilve tee Legations., Talleyrand said, could compensate the Queen of Etruria, hut tee
papal representative would not relinquish teat belonged
to the Holy See and the Queen of Etruria refused to
Sfifalleyrand, Correspondence, II, Latter LI11,
Talleyrand to L o u i s 1 W J *5 iSSfusry ISIS*
Note $i. 38*

accept t h e m , M e t t e r n l c h asked t m mem time to oonaiief
the proposals.

More than likely tie'sought a delay1until

tie wnfted out arrangements with toiti XVIXI,^®
■ Talleyrand, at the e w e tiro continued to press
Oaatlereagh for support In Italy,

.8# promlsad Gastle-

reagh that France would agree'to the abolition of the
slave trade if England acted with France on the question
of Maples and. he thought that castlereagh wanted the
expulsion of Murat and would convince his government*
Sastlereagh promised to send Talleyrand the reply of
the English gayerwent %
decision,

letter ■.after they reached a

Talleyrand wanted the English government to

recognise Ferdinand. If as the legitimate sovereign of
Naples,

He thought England reluctant because of the

promises she had made to Murat and because of the desire
to insure some, aeons for the success of his removal,
England, Talleyrand reported, became more agreeable
during the latter part of Castlereagh's stay in Vienna.
C@Stle.WSih approached Alexander I; and he told Metternlch
1 ^Talleyrand, Correspondence. 11, loiter SIX*. falioyread to t o d s xn&X#
3fe63^># 18-19 s Ferrero,
Reconstruction of Europe, 000, 282} Metternlch, Memoirs,
3%alleyrand, Correapondanee, II, letter I»ttl, Talley
rand to touts X9X&JT ' W 'fiwSS’jr 1815, If j Webster,

to take the necessary steps in Italy

However,

rand did not think either Castlereagh ©f Wellington, who
woe in Vienna at this tin®, considered the question of
legitimacy,

they (castlereai$» and Wellington) detested

the man and. not the principle,140 "The principles on which
the English act in India prevent their having any exact
ideas at to legitimacy," Talleyrand wrote hauls
Nevertheless, Talleyrand continued to press his demands.
He approached the Czar on tbs question of Naples and
reminded Alexander of his promises to support Prance during
it®
the f©MSh*Sj»x®» negotiations.
Alexander f, after bringing
up several other subjects, told Talleyrand that 'Russia would
give France support for a declaration in favor of the
Sicilian Bourbons, However, Alexander’s promises, Talley*
rand wrote the department on if Pbfewary i M f « were not
the same as M s talks with others close to him*
feeysd that the §Star would support Murat.

He

Nevertheless,

Talleyrand had another proposal for M s Ring to consider.
Correspondence, fJ# feettsr Kil,
s i
t
S
l
f
1815, S0-SS,

Talleyrand'to"
&%

m

M * m

*, si*
u w n * St.

a? ife

28| Rot®' ft, Talleyrand to the Department*
as, m*

England* to exchange tor the abolition of the slave trade,
proposed to offer an indemnity to Murat*

'Talleyrand asked

touts XVIII to consider the alternatives*

He did not know

that touia XV1I1 In Paris was about to make an agreement
o» the K&polltan question and would ultimately concede to Austria,
touia XVIII*s consent to ilia minister's arrangements
wttli Austria reached fi#®# to#«** ©Mtlereagh toft forEngland, and to stopped in farts and negotiated an agree44
ment m toe KtoXiatt question.
Essentially Mettemieh
obtained all of his desires,

Austria gave in about Murat

and Prance consented to Austrian wishes to northern Italy,
touts XVIII consented and said he would allow Marie Louise
to have the duchies of Parma, fgrnmmm: and Guastalla if
toe Queen of Etruria received Lucca and toe State of
Preaidij and that after the Archduchess's death, Parma
would revert to toe Queen of Etruria and Lucca tod toe
State of Presidi to Tuscany.

Castlereagh seemed agreeable

tot they did tot work sat toe details,^

Louis XVIII

instructed Talleyrand to negotiate with Mebtemich and
^^febster.

of
Castlereagh,
w
w**** .w
efiieim
ai-wijwiwijwiwsitrinliliwaw

403.

laence, II, Letter LX, Louis
fltot, P-Stl Webster* Pores
Webster, British OlPlomacy,

Wellington for Wrench objectives, but Pencil influence,
ultimately, had little effect at Vienna since the return
of Napoleon made French attempts far a settlement almost
void.46
Castlereagh and Metternlch, therefore, agreed on the question of Murat -as decided by the negotiations with
houis & V W *

Unless Murat consented, even before Napoleon's

return, they knew that an uprising would take place in
Italy*4?

Austria sent troops Into Italy,46 an® Murat after

the -news of Napoleon’s return took advantage of the eon**
fusion and moved M s troops north to meet the Austrian
armies*4®

Surat advanced north and reached the.legations,

on 3© March.

She Austrian a n y fought and retreated on

S April 181V,

Murat made one last attempt and sent a

note* on 8 April by his representative, t© Vienna*

8e

claimed.adherence to the alliance but on ? April Austria
had annexed iambardy and the Venetian provinces! and on
• better MX!, hauls
XVIfX-t©
4?Webster,
Webster, Britts.
to Wellington*

*#?»-

tter

J~5astlereagh

latter MX,'
f alleyrand to Jbouis,
4®Webster,

h,

10 April 1815* Metternlch answered that Austria considered
Murat's actions a declaration of

w a r , 51

Austria declared

was* on 11 April I8l§.*®g and Austrian troops pushed south
ward,

By S May 1815 they were to Maples,

Previously* on

19 April 1S15, Austria signed a treaty with Ferdinand pr
by which the totter secretly promised & sum of twenty*
five million franca for the restoration of his throne.
Murat went to France and offered his services to Napoleon
who refused*

then, on 20 May, Murat signed toe Treaty of

Casalansa and relinquished M s throne.5^
■Marat's downfall# therefore, came about 'by M s own
actions rather' than anything don© by Talleyrand or tools
XVIII,

'toe news of Napoleon's escape and the Hundred

Days, nevertheless, lessened any influence Talleyrand
might have had on the Italian settlement,55

sn® Congress

51Ferroro, Reconstruction of
, 3§l*Qt» For too
declaration see W ™ ™ ;iE:-,*"r!L'|
,x"“i
",
|
,
'
n“II# totter
ZJOOmXt* Appendix to- Mo, SXTISbSSF ..................
ag|in|t Mutot* 156-60j d 'Angeberg,
ie y|Sfpi* III#
5 % 'Angeberg, Congrda jfig.Vienne, III* 1065-68,
yerrero#
res ae

eberi*
aponaence,
* 1120-201 Talleyrand,
* Talleyrand to totals XVIII, 1
# 302j Oialick,
°£ Vtonna,

ippendix, Chapter IV* Mo* 4, 286-8?*

agreed to the establishment of fferdtiiand IV as 'to© King
of Maples and insured to#' succession of toe Meuse of
Carignan in Savoy,

Other agreements were in accordance

with-to®' wishes of Austria, and Talleyrand did notobjsct.
toe duchies ol‘ parma, Piacenza and Suastalla went to Marie
touise for life although the succession m&. left for,a ■
later date*

Bucea, revertible to Tuscany, went to. toe.

Queen of Btruria and her descendants, and the pope regaled
toe legations of Ravenna, Bologna, and Ferrara.

Tuscany

wont to-, toe former Orand DuKe of Tuscany, Perdin&nd 111*5®
Prance obtained what .she wanted in Italy*

Whether

by Talleyrand actions or luck toe Italian settlement
accomplished what too Instructions stipulated.

The

expulsion of Murat, the restoration of the Sicilian
Bourbons, the Increase to. toe House of Savoy with to®
succession of toe House of Carignan were all part of toe
French instructions,

toe settlement was not unpleaslng

to Talleyrand, He wanted to prevent Austrian domination
of the Peninsula which he felt would cause Italy to break
away and becease independent. Therefore, by insuring the
Hoag® of Carignan a® successor la Sardinia and the Bourbon
,5%#bstef> Congress of Vienna. 127-28; Ferrero,
Jtfi m Q m £ i m » m f y n U m i Balance jf
SopSrt presented to the King mrlng Mis Journey from
Qhenfc.to fari#.» June 1815, 228-29, #45*
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restoration in Naples, Pranee could diminish Austrian
Influence and at the same time geour® her

mm Interests.*^

^Straus, Nationalism, 109-12j Brinton, Lives, 179-80J
Broglie, 8fe»nirfej'I S

CHAPTER V
£? ft!I Jk*#.iafc
Wrm&*t m

Wp

a member of otter eonm&tteM

with uneetieiis such as the f i ^ U U A s of the slaw trade#
ite regulation of navigation m

thm rivers# ate bte now

ssptias of diflottsti# precedence# could m m w % hot1 inflow
enee on otter decisions made at Vienna* ate as a member
of Che Committee on the affaire of .iwitwrlate# ate was
able to teif establish a Swiss OenfedemMoit of twenty*
two cantons with a eensbltiibteit ate ult&ft&toly a guarantee
of neutrality*

Franco* at first enclteed from the Swiss

Committee# became a member in return for French consent
to the delay of the opening of the Congress*

.Matternioh#

in earl# Homeher# proposed a delay of the Congress
until the Miles reacted an agreement on certain prete
leans*

fallaerate consentedi ate in return# nettereieh
i
proposed French memtersMp on the Swiss goateetee*
f&lleyrate nominated oalherg as the french representative*
Switzerland# in the fail of iSift# was a confusing,
situation*

napoleon* Of the Aot of Mediation in 1802#

% a lle y rs tid * O o rresM teen ce * 1 . le t t e r 1?# f a lle y *
rand to lo u is W%&»a
,V vM m m ^Sr101&* I l f *
121

lit

.gave toitsefian# a perpetual alfisnse with mmbmM m m &~
nl&e# toe sevewiipifir of toe
Mot*

*Bm government

sit#

Hie

of «*e#latlo&, at toe Mtt time*

gOfe*# seme revolutionary ideas to spread to Bwftaerlan#,
It allow# tot. liberation of Hms# an# Jlargpg an# toe
demoerati&ation of m m m l o m to m * .Wm government mm
m% m eitifi#tf Ijapo**# g&mmrnmm* ejjiee,. aitoeiigb toe

gmomm*-

ari& to & r& tle eautoaa to#. # p i a i toe

m m t* toe mom itoeral ones too supported toe Mess of

liberty an# mom equality to# aeeepte# It* fton* on
fl toeestoer 1®13* toe Elites violate# toe neutrality of
toitoerlaii# an#, toe ar1stto ratio grot# began to demand
toe ^ttofmtien of toe M # iegime* tne eMstotratie
an# tomosr&tlo ommtmm- onto set to & Met an# refuse#
to agree * toe Wile a promise# t# upheld toe territorial
integrity of toe nineteen existing santoos if toe Met
drew to to# approved a eonstitution*

to If September

lftl5 toe Met approve# too federal fast toion proride#
for a eon?adoration*

l u m w th» ■too opposing torses

m m i m M nntatiafie#.*^
%errere# jteeonatriit^tito of garere*

Mtoelson,

CongEeasof Vienna, Appenhlxl, Chapter XII, iJo.4. 29*~9S.
W & aristoorafio^ im%mm mom B m m # %mmmm,$ Fribourg*

an# iolenrei toe aemoeratfe eeftbotis* llrl, Bohmfz, an#
totetoalieni toe gull# eantona* Basie* ffeito* an#
Sehaffhausen,

.

B m m m th re a te n e d the §mie$ez,&tlm as p resen ted by
th e fe d e ra l fa s t#

H ie wanted th e t e r r it o r ie s o f Van# and

te rg a n w hich* she s a id * were h e re *

S e iw claim ed th a t

these t e r r it o r ie s * n ever ceded to any one* belonged to
h e r*

H ie demanded te rg a o an# s a l# th a t she would accept

in d e m n ifie s from th e Canton o f irawd*

to. an ai^um enf 'fo r

h e r e letm fi* 'S h e 're iiifo re e # th e p rin c ip le o f le g itim a c y *

9he.Cks^sreee soul# not. support Berne1a claims against a
gotrernment not impose# Of foroe * i?he new government ■
supported Of the Miles named torgau an# v m & as two of
the nineteen ■emttmm an# the Congress* to uphoM B e m e ,s
claims* would' have- to use force or allow a civil war*
in 'the other hand* the iengreat* by denying Bernef# Malms*
would cease to uphold the principle of legitimacy*^
franco* in the Instructions* wanted tolb»rliuid#a neu*
trail fey guaranteed.4

She would support Beam© and help-'

persuade 'her to ■accept compensation*
perhaps th e problem was b e s t e x p la in e d by a fu s tia n
n ote o f' 1# November 18|A *

F re ih e rr vorn and

mm H e in ric h

S te in and Oapo d 1I s t r ia d e c la re d th a t th e a c t o f M edia
tio n * Chough a b o lish ed by d ie P ie t 1# decree of i f December
1613# was n o t e n tir e ly w o rth les s ' and* th e re fo re * - n o t
% e rre ro *. R eco n stru ctio n o f Bur one*. 2 1 0 -li,.
% ro g iia ,f JfsMS&BR*

iss*
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retroactive, The Federal fast guaranteed the Integrity
of the existing cantons and the claimant power, Berne,
could not. abolish the two' cantons, Aargau said Wand, by
claiming the negation of the Act of Mediation or the
desire of the powers,®
Berne -wanted the part of Aargau she formerly con
trolled and Qeneva offered her approval only if Berne
yeeeived a part of the territory,

Qtatw wanted, from

France in return, a portion of §ex on Bate Geneva with
a population ©f l©«-i§-»©0®«® Geneva, in return, offered
France an area with two times the population front the
Btahoprie-ef Basle,*t I»©«ia Wttt eonsented to the
transfer if it proved impossible to prevent the- spolia
tion of the Prince Bishop of Basle,

Louis XVIXX wanted

the Sing of Sardinia to receive what belonged to him,
the restitution of Aargau to Berne, free Catholic
religion in that portion of fte* given to Geneva,®- and
free navigation for France on Lake Geneva,®

Talleyrand

%errero, Reconstruction Of Europe, 314-15.
%r©giie, Memoirs, Xl, No. Jig# The 'King's Ambas
sadors to the Minister of Foreign Affairs, 6 November
1814, 298-300.

°Oex was bounded by Lake- Geneva, and the chief town
was Versoix.
^Talleyrand, Oorrespondenee, X, Letter XIX, Louis
X91II to Talleyrand'^ I'^ November 1814, 135-3®«
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received the authorization and approved of the arrangements
which exchanged a portion of Qex for Forentruy, of which
the bishop of Basle had assumed spiritual administration,
go could not regain what ho had lost since he lost the
territory by conquest, and because of the general con
solidation of the German ecclesiastical states in 1@33«
The prince Bishop would present no problems, but the
King’s insistence on the restitution of Aargau to Berne
might become an obstacle. Talleyrand suggested giving a
few bailiwicks of Aargau and a part of the Bishopric of
Basle 'to Berne to satisfy her.10

However, the committee

reached n.® decision.
Talleyrand complained of the delays in the Swiss
affairs.

He claimed that the Allies tried to draw the

Swiss away from prance, 'but the Swiss remained friendly.
The cantons supported the Bourbons and the previous
Allied plan to unite Switzerland with Germany failed.
Talleyrand was confident that Prance would receive what
she wanted in Switzerland.

He wanted some plan accept

able to Berne and to prance,11- Louis XVIII agreed to
Talleyrand's proposals.

He said he wanted Switzerland

to exist as before, but, since that was impossible,.he

30

10Ibld., Better XXIV, Talleyrand to Louis XVXII,
November 181%, 174-75.
175-76,

would be happy as long as the arrangements satisfied
Berne»12

However, British and Russian maneuvers made

the French proposals unacceptable in their present fora.
England, anxious for France i© cede the territory in
Gex, supported Geneva.

England showed the Genevese repre

sentatives a French report which considered destroying the
nineteen cantons in favor of Some# and the Geneva repre»
sentatlve presented a counterproposal which would deprive
the King of Sardinia of territory.

Franc® disapproved}

and England, although she wished to strengthen the Swiss
southern frontiers, could not support the Genevese plan
t© deprive Piedmont of Genoa.

Prance refused the exchange

of Gex sine© the King of Sardinia would lose territory.
However, later the- British were more successful} and
after the Second treaty of Paris, Geneva received
Versoix.3^

toother problem was the Valtelline.

England and Russia both supported giving the Valtelline
to Switzerland while France Sid not object to Austrian
elates to the area*

In an interview between the Czar

and Talleyrand, Alexander 1 asked Talleyrand how France
could allow Austria to receive the Valtelline*

Talleyrand

lgI M d ., Better XXVIII, Eouie XVIII to Talleyrand,
10 December l8l4, 200-201.
%roglle, Memoirs, JX, The King's Ambassadors to the
Minister of Foreigh A’
f'fairs, 14 December 1814, 358-61}
Webster, Roralgh. Policy of Castlereagh, 394-95.

12?
said Hist :
fthe faibelli®©# separated from Switzerland for
seventeen years, was not really & .part «f, Switzerland,
and# therefore, France would support Austria since she
had sacrificed in the- war.**

Despite these disagree

ments, the Swiss Committee prepared its report end by
March was 'ready to present a declaration to the Congress.
Berne would receive perentruy and the rest of the
Bishopric of Basle» The committee did not reach a
decision on the Valtelline at this time, although later
Austria received this area,*®* Alexander, Influenced by
BaHarpe who supported the democratic cantons, mads an
attempt to exclude Bern© from the Confederation. He
sent his minister to offer Ferdinand IV Russian support
if Ferdinand would influence France; and, at the same
time, Russia promised Metternich support for Murat if
Austria' would support Russia*
Ferdinand IV refused**®

Both Metteraieh and

On 20 March 1815# the Congress

accepted the declaration of the Swiss committee. The
declaration acknowledged the existence of twenty-two
cantons and recommended acceptance of the declaration
**Talleyrand,
Talleyrand to Bouts
Webster, Foreign £c
m „ 1Talleyrand, .g^reSB^agno®* |I* Better « t *
Talleyrand to Bouts XvXIX, 3 March 181## SO*

toy the M e t , . Switzerland xoceSv$6 a promise for- the
guarantee of her neutrality upon acceptance, < She
guarantee of neutrality proved to be one of the most
important results of the:Congress of Vienna,. fits Powers
recognizee that the exclusion of. the small states of
Europe in raajjor conflicts was, m

the interests Of' tooth

parties.*'? |y the SO March agreement Berne received th#
Bishopric of Basle and the town of Bienne,

Prance

guaranteed communications between Geneva and Switzerland toy way of Versoix and.the declaration suggested
compromises as a means for settlement of disputed
territory among the Cantons.*®
fhe Swiss Met, in M y I8l5, sent a proclamation too
the Congress.

%

the proclamation Switzerland consented

i*

* &$5~9ot Webster,
yespendence, II,

“ ^»'^§Eilleyranditop
19&I Gulioic,
yrtfddric^de MartenS| Mouveau fecpilT^jg;
autrea sates

des

Hereafter cited m
It
^ j- jjj
lr 3f1y
and heuoh&tQl.

Martens,'flB^vsaa
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.on of

three new cantons

3, t§§*§6i Martens,
ongrla de Vi
w

to allow the illie# troops* if nesossary* to past through
Swiss berrttory*

Switzerland* not wmmaoIiiq her desire

for the proclamation of neutrality# maintains# that she
wanted to help Europe*

Talleyrand credited 'Baron iugwste

#e failefrani.# whORi he had sent to Switzerland for- talks#
with 'this acoompiiahment * Switzerland1s consent was

mmm&mt

at this- time sinm after $apoleenfsi escape* the

lilies » r t # m e # Swiss approval if lilie# troops war# to
pass through
Ctoa o f th e < p e0tio n a d e a r to th e E n g lis h was th e
a b o litio n o f the s la v e tra d e *

C sstlereag h * its F a rls on

h is way to ’Vienna in Septem ber 1014, o b tain ed a prom ise
from L ettis XVZXX and TaL&gyy&n# th a t France would g iv e
up the tra d e n o rth o f th e e tu a to r in fiv e years an#
would work f o r th e a b o litio n o f the s lav e tra d e a t the
Congress*

T a lle y ra n d and Louis

WttXX? p ro b ab ly s in c e re

in th e ir prom ise# met o p p o s itio n from French p u b lic
o p in io n *^

.fa H ^ r s n i. suggest©# seme B r itis h to n eessiet*

o f money o r a colony fo r t o t a l a b o litio n and England
planned to o ffe r fr in ld a # h u t ta lle jf r s n i ha# a lre a d y
l e f t fo r V ienna an# C astlereag h re su m # n e g o tia tio n ©
w ith him th e re #

th e Buko o f W e llin g to n handle# th e

^Talleyrand,,
Talleyrand to touia
®%lcholson,
a s m a sgumM,

II, tetter XCVIII,
1815, 204-05.
SB of Vienna, 213j Webster,
reaa,"giyr

negotiations in Paris.2* Wellington in Paris had proposed
rights of 'Visit.for the British in African waters teat this
proved too difficult to attain and.he sought other objec
tives.

At Vienna eastlarea#* offered fall#yrand:a. colony*

ife refused and Castlereagh hoped that Prance, since the
troubles..in Santo Domingo diminished French needs for
*fj|
slaves, would.cooperate-*
Meanwhile, by December, falley*
rand,, in.order to receive British support against Murat,
prepared to .offer assistance against abolition, of the slave
trad#,, and proposed a committee on the .slave trade on
1% December.

Spain and Portugal objected sins# both

required.condensation and awaited offers from castle*
reagh.2^

France refused to abolish the trade in three

yearaj although seeking British cooperation in Italy,
falleyrand considered the complete abolition,84

He

seriously considered Castlereagh*a offer of pension
21Webster, Foreign policy of Castlereagh, 4l8,
agibid., 4l8-19* Nicholson, Congress pff 'Vienna, 214,
8%ebater* Foreign Policy of Castlereagh. 419*21 f
Talleyrand, CorrosBonlenc#'^ 1, jStter 'xxlx, walleyrand
to Xouis XVIII, 15 December 1815, til, See also Webster,
British Diplomacy, letter CXXIX, Castlereagh to Liverpool,
Si ilveimber Ili4, 233*35 for Castlereagh* a plans for
negotiations at Vienna for the abolition of the slave
trad®, Castlereagh planned to pressure France, Spain
•and Portugal to end the slave trade In three or five
years. If this did not work he considered using an
economic boycott of colonial produce to bring about
the abolition.

'ttmmm abolished

for Murat i f

the proposal to l#euie

the si.av# trade* and $*iit
franco d M not accept the

proposal* tut MapoIdon#,s decree of abolition made It
impossible for Douls IPIJI upon his .retnam to fari© after
Mapoleon#s iefemt not to do the earns.,

' at fletma* hm~- ’

ever* 'Qsstlsreagh was not able to .get a general agreement
on the abolition of the slave'trai#* although the final
treaty ■contained a ieoiaration denouncing the intemane
traffic and the powers promised their detsmtoatlm to
abolish lb *^7
As a n e u te r o f o th e r com m ittees concerned w ith
secondary h u t Im p o rtan t m a tte rs * Prance helped secure

other arrangem ents b e n e fic ia l to 'the European s ta te
system *

She

wm$m$ tm th e p rin c ip le s o f tm&- sm viga*

M on and m oderate te p iia b io ftis as a member o f 'the; Committee

on th e n a v ig a tio n o f r iv e r s *

H ie com m ittee e s ta b lis h e d

fro # n a v ig a tio n on r iv e r s s e rv in g s e v e ra l contiguous
c o u n trie s *

Prance would have fre e n a v ig a tio n on the

B hiae and th e S c h eld t*

D e ta ile d re g u la tio n s e s ta b lis h e d

th e ru le s o f n a v ig a tio n on th e B hine* th e M o selle* th e

ra n i to %ouis

Wft

Oormsnondeiice* I I * le t t e r M il* f a lle y *
1S1.5*e Itp^jlO*

^%ebster*
^%lohelsot*#
summary o f e ffo rts _
Foreign Policy. o f

poilcyconcerning

__

wiiww^ 2 tl+ x H gives a

WWmwb trade and Webster*
413*&4 explains British

toeter* and the Haase,

franas profited from the work «f

the committee*. She obtained the same advantages that she
would have gained if the rivers had remained under French
control.3®

France also took part is negotiations con

cerning diplomatic precedence.

Despite the formidable

task, the committee did Settle some of the major prece
dence problems*

the report of the committee adopted the

official date of arrival of diplomatic representatives as
the determinant for diplomatic precedence, and solved the
problem of signatures on treaties* a long-time problem
since each representative before had insisted that 'he
receive a copy and his name be first on at least sms
copy,

The committee'proposed that order be determined

by lot although this changed to 1818 when the Conference
of Aix-la-Chapelle substituted alphabetical order for the
names on treaties.®®
The news of napoleon's escape from Elba reached
Vienna on 7 March l8l5» and Talleyrand received the news
a%icbol8on. Congress of Vienna3 Talleyrand, Corres
pondence, II, t o f e t f r t t f i r falltyrand to Douie xvfiGK--1§ February |©1§, 19-20; totter I, Report to the King on
His Journey to Ghent, June, 1815, 830* See also Hertslet,
Man of Europe, I* 75-93 for regulations} d'Angetoerg,
ciiBfrda do m a n a s , HI, 957-69,
^Nicholson, Congress of Vienna, 217-19.
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fMierraiiS teomsM Its wm*M

go to Italy telle fetternite sali teat $$#oteon'wettM go

to Franee*^ fte tong^as* ttsvorteslo##*

Ms

worse since Mia rnmmm- mm- eager to imt tte flMsMttg
tteeiiea oo-tee settlements ani to sign tee final aOt*^®
Hian.it became eritent teat 'M&poleon plm nm 4 to tetexH
■to France* ■tto Ootigrsss* on 13 M&rei*, lasaei a ieoiarsiion
against him* Bio 6ooiaratl&x» signed % Austria* treat
Britain* Freitas* fmssia* ftaesia# Spate* tortegst# ant
0md*ft» offered ttufctotenoe to- fomis XlftZX and M o people
for tee reastatlisteent of' peace ant denounced napoleon
as an oatlaw beyond tee scope of eivl.1 and social
Mlatimt*33

timt talleyrand wetted for' ite declaration

.against ttapoloon tot not Oft# against WPmm^. .fit »ie
tlva distinction between m uanfper and m eeneneror«
■j>W lWwi»<K>1»il«»nIffll* otiirtiti«^)^«)i<ii^^»iiTf^^iriwi»ti
>ijii«wiiinirniigajiiM .«i.i)ia*^>3r;uiTO[tinf3i
ii<|i
j»«f,iWii»

3%atleyraoi
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* f1| deeper* fsilewand*
lr..... m iteon itif* s3®]T
Ipli 1615)# TW»50*'
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tepy of' tee declaration see
ie So lliiaii tit* 9if*i3# Martens*

Earlier Napoleon was a conqueror and his “
brothers, the
usurpers.
usurper,®4

Now, after .his escape, Napoleon was the
Talleyrand thought the declaration would

produce a good effect and he urged feuls IffitXZ to support
the declaration and, If possible, to remain in paria.®^
HHitary operations began, anal even before the news of
bouts X7If$*s flight to Ghent reached the Congress, the
Allies on 25 March renewed the Treaty of Chaumont.®®
Nevertheless, the renewal of Chaumont was '.© difficult
task since the Russians and ethers wanted British subsidles in return for their support,®*

By the treaty

■me four Allies pledged "to apply to that important
circumstance, the principle consecrated by the Treaty
of Chaumont « » * .

Each pledged 150,000 troops.
II, 21?*.l#1 Cooper, Ts

260
®%alleyrand, Comeapondence, if, iLetter LXXX,

W* ' M i i A
7, Castlereagh
... to Wellington,
.„.. .
CL.,....,..,.
18IS* 310*111 Great Britain, Debates, XXX
April 1815), 792-93, Bor military’"pl,
enS""of the
Allies see Webster, British Diplomacy, fetter CLXXXI,
Wellington to Castlereagh," 12 March 1815, 312*13*
3?Guiiek, Balance of Bower, 264j Webster, British
• fetter‘CSXj&S?,1Wellington to §mtmms^'i .
MIS, 316-171 Webster,
zm&k*

441

38Gulick,
,

of 'Power, 264

promised no separate peace, recognised the' treaty effective

for the present war only, and invited the aa&U, state© to
two day© later, on 87 March 1815, Talleyrand
signed the treaty for prance,1*0

Since the Allies signed

the 'treaty before the news of Louie XVIII's departure, no
provision In. the treaty supported the restoration of the
Bourbon©* Great Britain, desiring some kind of declaration
since Napoleon non oaeupied the throne of franco could not
Obtain the necessary support for the Bourbons and the only
publication was a report. Of the Council of Eight which
©aid that the Allies did not need a declaration against
Napoleon since the Allies had not changed their attitude
toward Napoleon or Prance.

Alexander was hostile toward

the Bourbons and Talleyrand, although faithful to the King,

j

did not think he could compete with the Mmg*& advisors.
^itold, i Webster,
4'Aageberg, ".. -k" *■
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, W , Latter LXXXX,
Talleyrand to Louis *vtu, _ ....... !,
Jg.
Monlteur Universal, 1© April 1815, 451 *
^Webster,
naence, **, *«vvw » » » , „
Talleyrand,
HIS, 143-45* Letter XG1, Talley*
to Louis X9***t _
rand to .Louis XVXXI, i| April 1815, 170-81. See also
Webster* British Diplomacy, latter M U I I , Castlereagh to felSlftoa, #
IfilS# 319-80} Letter CLXXXXX,
Castlereagh to Clancarty, 8 April 1815, JfiOf Letter
CXCIIX, Clancarty to Castlereagh, 1§ April^liiSl 385-30}
Letter CXOXV, Oaatlereagh to Wellington, 1ft April 1815,
330-31; Letter CXCV, Clancarty to Castlereagh# 6 May
ills# 333.-:' '

By Way the situation for Bourbon support was

m

bo titer

and Castlereagh urged Loui3 Wfltt to gain Talleyrand*a
cooperation and support fey offering Talleyrand power and
persuading Talleyrand to Jala him at Ghent.
Meanwhile* Napoleon* aware that the 13 March decla
ration declared him in outlaw, sought support from different
quarters.

The French, in 'their hasty departure from Paris,

had left the official records end correspondence behind.^3
Napoleon, hoping to split the Allies, sent Alexander 1 a
copy of the $ January 1815 treaty, feat, although the latter
expressed displeasure, he did not refuse to cooperate with
the Allies.^ napoleon sent Oaslmer ae Montrond and
Charles de Flauhaut to Vienna, hoping to gain Talleyrand*s
expert and this too proved unsuccessful^

Talleyrand, jUStm
Talleyrand t© Louis XVIXI,

* 131-33} Mote %

-M*
Webster, Fore

mlim* Balance

,

*** tetter Lxxxvi,
" ISIS, 3M - 4 S, '
Talleyrand to LoulakvaL
---Flauhaut was Talleyrand’s illegitimate son. Boo sis©
Jean Hanoteau (ed.), The Memoirs of Queen Hortenae,
trams, fey Arthur K*
politan look Corporation, 1 9 2 7 ), Met®' 3* 3 3 oj Roger X>.
Williams. Wets- World of Nanoleon 1 1 1 iMew YorKj Collier
f, W » Montrond reached Viennaj Flauhaut
was captured» See also Jaueourt,
Talleyrand to Jaueourt, 13 April
“ *'■
of the Empire. H , g
-

file' Congress hurriedly finished its business. On
March* the Congress accepted the report of the Swiss
Committee*

Earlier in Marsh* Talleyrand* Mettemlet* and

Wellington went to Preasburg for'the King of Saxony's
consent to the arrangements In Saxony*

By May, Italian

affairs were complete* and on 0 June, the Oerrohn committee
presented- its report J***
Talleyrand, in another of M s capacities as the french
representative* ended the possibility of a marriage alliance
between Prance and- Russia,

Talleyrand was to -negotiate the

■marriage between, the Qrand Duchess Anne, sister of Alexander1, and the Due de Berry* son of the Comte de Artois*
Religious considerations hampered the negotiations and
Talleyrand suggested that the marriage would not be politi
cally advantageous to France sine© France did not agree
with the Czar*a liberal tendencies.

Talleyrand wrote Louis

X V T K that fey the $ January treaty, France had gained even
stronger allies and he- advised ©gainst the marriage
By early May, Louis XFII1 wrote Talleyrand and urged
that Talleyrand Join himass aeon as possible* but the

Of

^Ferrero* R«gegafetgaot|on of Eupge, 303*1*1 flaUofc.
of Power.,. 25b-57. See elao Treltsehke, History
'"’If*
Schwarz, Coachman of garole*11§0*7*
k&

'

:

* 2* H H i falteyffdud %#

Louis j w m IfrtvatSJ* ' W W S a S m ISIS* 200-87i Theirs,
M M B gBBjSSs 3CI* 3-26-

minister felt it would tee wrong if tee left before the
Congress adjourned* thinking it would be best for Pranoe
if her signature was on the final set**1®.. 3n # June 181S*
Talleyrand* m

one of the seven powers {Spain refused)
''V

Ate had signed the First Treaty of fftria* signed the'
Final Act of 'As Congress.^

He 'had Iterated the Congress

to accept the principle of legitimacy ani to accept France

m a responsible first class power. He 'had' even planned
a special memorial service for Louis XVlln January and
all. the delegates had attended.®° The settlements
France desired were all part of Ate' agreements made at
Vienna.

Prussia did not get all of Saxony and she did

not get Luxembourg or Slayenee. Even the Italian settle
ment, though not directly accomplished through French
efforts, was agreeable to France,

Ate Congress restored

II, letter Mill, Louie
j*jtstasm
XVIII fete Talleyrand, f J*§T
* 193-931 letter XCVII,
Talleyrand to Louis XVIII,
83 Hay — ,v, 20A-Q5J Jauoourt,
---- „„
Talleyrand to Jaucourt, 13 May IBIS, 3t6-4?,
.

*11, 1386-1^331
i Kertslet, Ate
page ST^'f^

I, z m tar jarv, tatiey*
(wteteippite'fte
rand .fete Louie
.. _...
____
...
.. Jaucourt,
15, ■3?f*7§*
ie©
Correspondence, Jaueourt to Talleyrand, IS January “US,
16T;',"fol,,,'praTie of Talleyrand tiki' Freksa,
of Intrigue, 138*33 Ate says the service wsb a “poor
«

31 January 1815,

tt&k ^rata.su^A.

See «dl*«

J&t IMgMcMPgT

and recognized Ferdinand IV as the legitimate sovereign
of the Kingdom of Two Sicilies.

The Queen of- Etruria

received some compensation and'Murat no longer ruled at Maples,' Switzerland received a 'guarantee of neutrality
tey the powers* and on the question of the abolition of
the slave trade, France gave up no more than the other
powers.

Navigation on A s Rhine and 'the Scheldt was free

and even during the Hundred■Days, though French prestige
was diminished* Talleyrand signed and joined France in
the alliance against Napoleon.

French diplomacy did more

than Just secure the interests of France,
create-a balance of power.

France helped

Franca did not use .her position

during A © Polish Saxony crisis to bargain for more tend*
tough* Talleyrand thought that Franca would become great
If restrained,

He did, toy the $■January 1813 treaty* his

most significant act# Join Prance to treat Britain and
Austria against Russia and Prussia to half secure the
balance,

Great Britain strengthened in. the north* Prussia'

in the center* Austria in the south and Fran©©' in the west
were .in positions to prevent the future predominance of
any one power* By using the principle of legitimacy,
■Talleyrand forced the Congress to recognize legitimate
rulers and not those whose acquisition of territory
depended on force. By insisting on legitimacy and
rights of succession he gave some stability, to the new

order.

Europe* for the past

recognized governments imposed .by fore©*

years* had
Talleyrand in

achieving recognition of a higher principle, legitimacy*
helped establish a. now order which would protect the
future safety of ®o«#©*
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